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1. SUMMARY.

This study is part of the lNSROP programme. It aims at clarifying the framework for possible
LNG exports from Northern Russia starting by the turn of the century. Focus is on the
European natural gas markets and the study is developed in two stages. The first stage,
covered by chapters 2 to 5, provides general background information on the market structure
and related topics. In the second stage this information is used to develop a fornxd market
model and subject it to simulations with various assumptions of the future gas supply. The
model is described in chapter 6, which also provides results from the simulations. .

Chapter 2 outlines facts and figures from the history of the European natural gas market
development. Regarding consumption, the figures reveal substantial regiomd differences. As
illustrated in Figure 1.1, gas consumption in European OECD countries exhibhs steady
growth since the early eighties. In Eastern Europe and the FSU (Former Soviet Union) a
sirndar growth pattern during the early eighties was disrupted by the political and economic
turmoil that emerged towards the end of the last decade. The trend shift is particularly
pronounced in FSU where gas consumption has plunged after 1991. Still there ae no
indications that this decline will come to a halt within the next few years.

A large number of European countries have domestic gas production, but the reserves are
unequally distributed. Close to 3Aof non-FSU reserves are located in Norway, Holland and
UK. Thus, most European countries are net importers of natural gas. Among the OECD
members only Norway and Holland are major net exporters. In 1994 these two countries
covered about 1/3 of total European gas imports (according to BP) with the remainder split
between FSU (50% of total imports) and Algeria (14.4%).

bcm NG

700 I 1

E

100 . . ---- ● ----- .- ”-”- .“----- . . . .

0
1981 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994

Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy

Figure 1.1 Natural gas consumption in Europe and FSU -1981 to 1994.
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Chapter 3 addresses the underlying conditions for the development of natural gas markets
Europe. The discussion is organised around five main points of which the first one relates
the geography of supply. Due to the lack of adequate infrastructure, vicinity to source was

in
to
of

particular importance in the early phase of market development. At this time natural gas

consumption expanded locally from fairly limited-sized, domestic production fields, and the
petroleum gas took a position more as a complement than a real substitute to traditional town

gas. Following the 1958 discovery of the Dutch Groningen field the situation started to
change. This new field offered the opportunity for low cost supply of vast gas volumes to
some of the most densely populated areas in Europe. Holland adopted a policy of aggressive
gas marketing and thus nurtured a rapid growth in natural gas consumption in Holland as well
as in the neighboring countries.

A new milestone in the history of European gas markets was laid in the early 1970’s when gas
commenced to flow from the distant and substantially more expensive developments outside
Europe (i.e. in West Siberia and Algeria) and in the North Sea. About the same time, the 1973
oil price shock strongly improved the competitive position of natural gas and also focused.
attention on energy balances and the security of energy supply. Benefiting from these new
settings, gas sales strategies were modified and oil price parity became the predominant
principle for stating the price in new gas sales contracts. Price parity is still a prevailing
contract principle, but the reference point has been broadened. The gas price is now more
frequently related either to a certain bundle of energy products or to the price of the most
adequate substitute for the specific buyer.

The oil price shocks in the seventies initiated a fundamental reconsideration of the energy
situation in most European countries. New policies wete developed to diversify energy
consumption and to reduce dependency on imported oil. Much attention was directed toward
nuclear power technology. Several countries also launched ambitious programrnes to
stimulate domestic coal industries; a strategy that frequently was mingled with measures
intended to counter unemployment and growing regional dissimilarities. The focus of
attention is clearly demonstrated in OECD (1991) figures on the funding for energy research
in IEA countries. During the years from 1988 to 1990 nearly 3Aof total public funding was
allocated to nuclear technology and coal. This active stimulation of atomic power and the coal
industry has obviously encumbered the development of natural gas, particularly in the power
sector.

The Commission of the European Union has for several years been eagerly promoting trade
liberalisation in the energy sector. Nevertheless the introduction of a common European gas
market still lacks the approval of the member states. The current situation, characterised by
strong segmentation and national import- and transmission monopolies, is likely to prevail, at
least till after the turn of the century. Despite a clear trend to liberalise gas trade at national
levelsl, most countries still resist a freer gas trade across the borders.

A substantial number of new infrastructure developments for natural gas are either underway
or planned. Several of these projects take place in Central Europe in order to increase the
internal throughput capacity, particularly in Germany. In addition, the major gas suppliers are

‘ E.g. the introduction of TPA (third part access)in UK, aggressiveWingasmarketingin Germanyand the
privatisationof ENI in Italy.
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increasing export capacities to a degree that may significantly alter the market balance in the
near future. Important projects are
●

●

●

●

A new major pipeline complex from FSU via Poland” to Germany with a projected
maximum annual capacity of 65 bcm (billion cubic meters) to be reached in 2005.
Several new pipelines from Norway to the continent, raising annual capacity with 40-50
bcm within 2005.
Construction of the “Interconnector”, a pipeline with an annual capacity of 20 (10) bcm
from UK to the continent with flow start scheduled before the turn of the century. “
A new pipeline from Algeria that splits in a Moroccan and a European branch, the latter
entering Europe in Spain after cros~ng the Strait of Gibraltar. Am&l capacity is planned
at 15 bcm and flow start scheduled for 1997.

To position gas in a global perspective, chapter 4 makes a swifi visit to the regional gas
markets in North America and Far East Asia. The former, which includes USA, Canada and
Mexico, is the oldest of the three major regional gas markets world-wide. Since the late
seventies, this regional system has undergone fundamental reforms, including trade
liberalisation and introduction of common carriage in gas transportation in USA. Quite
different from the history of natural gas in Europe and North Americ4 the regional gas market
in Far East Asia has not grown out from local, Iow cost gas occurrences. In this region it has
already from the start been necessary to overcome substantial and cost-incurring distances
between producers and consumers. The former are basically located on “islands” in Southern
Asia (including Australia) and in the Middle East, while the gas purchasing countries,
primarily Japan and more recently also South Korea and Taiwan, lie further to the North east.
Currently practically all internationally traded gas in this region is shipped as LNG.

Chapter 5 assesses the cost structure of the LNG chain. A brief introduction to the basic cost
considerations is supplied with some available information on investment costs and average
unit costs in liquefaction, shipments and regasification. The chapter also gives an overview of
existing LNG export capacities world-wide and major reception terminals in Europe and
USA. LNG contract prices are cited from BP (Review of World Gas 1995’).

The second stage of this study, depicted in chapter 6, employs a scenario analysis to evaluate
the economic effects of hypothetical LNG deliveries from northern Russia. The work is
carried out on a model named GAS, that is especially developed for the analysis of West
European natural gas markets. The model is designed to allow users to create a structural
system of interconnected producers and market regions. Every defined connection Iine
between separate “agents” in the model is assigned a maximum transport capacity and a fixed
unit tariff. Furthermore, the user may equip every producer with one or several gas fields, each
with a unique cost structure. A specifically designed calibration procedure is used to establish
basic demand relations from historic data on every market iegion. In addition the model user
controls a set of growth parameters, which may also strongly influence demand at calculation
time. A solving routine attached to the model looks for a general equilibrium solution that can
satisfy the sum of specifications setup by the user.

The first step in the analysis was to develop a set of basic assumptions for the evolution of
European natural gas markets till 2005. After having fixed model parameters according to the
assumptions, a base case scenario was calculated for the years 2000 (BASE20) and 2005
(BASE25). This scenario was subsequently used as a point of reference for the alternative
“Insrop” LNG scenarios that were considered. Both started with a 10 BCM capacity in 2000
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and assume that all deliveries will be landed in northern parts of Europe (i.e. north of Spain).
The first alternative anticipates that the 10 BCM capacity is continued till 2005 (SMALL).
The second alternative evaluates the consequences of a further expansion to 30 BCM capacity

in 2005 (LARGE). Figure 1.2 illustrates the effects of the Insrop scenarios on the contribution
from gas sales to four of the major producers. FSU (Russia) is here presented both “alone”
and with “Insrop” LNG included.

According to the analysis carried out in this study the introduction of a new LNG supplier in
the European gas market will inflict a substantial loss upon all the existing producers. Even
though the hypothetical LNG supplier may run an isolated surplus, the combined business of
FSU and Insrop will lose compared to the FSU alone. The reason is that the resulting drop in
prices, more than outweighs the expansion in the combined FSU-Insrop sales. The primary
keys to this result are the assumptions made for gas demand and supply capacity. Thus, the
LNG alternative will find it hard to get approval for purely economic reasons as long as the
Russians maintain sufllcient pipeline export capacity at the current cost level. What may
possibly modify this conclusion is if either LNG is selected as export solution for associated
gas from isolated oil field developments, or if domestic Russian gas demand grows
significantly faster than anticipated.

Billion US$
12

10

1
8

6

4

2

0 1 T-

U
•1BASE 2005

13SMALL 2005

■ LARGE 2005

Norway UK Algeria FSU FSU & Insrop

Figure 1.2 Altered Contribution from Gas Saks with ‘Insrop’ LNG.
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2. NATURAL GAS IN EUROPE - A BRIEF HISTORY.

The main purpose of this chapter is to supply the reader with an overview of some facts and
figures concerning the development of natural gas markets in Europe. The first part considers
the history of gas consumption, while the latter assesses the sources of supply.

2.1 The consumption of naturalgas.

Consumption of natural gas is far from equally distributed among the European countries: The
national markets have also followed widely different paths of development. This applies not
only to the speed of market growth, but to the distribution among various fields of application
as well. Explanations maybe found on many levels. In addition to variations in the availability
of gas, the differences can also be attributed to specific national industrial policies and energy
policies in particular. Also to be noticed is the obvious link between national resource base
and the level and direction of public engagement in the energy sector. Such engagements hav;
ken supported in many ways through dhect public ownership, by market regulations and
also more indirectly through the configuration of tax xygimes and subsidies.

2.1.1 Regional development in natural gas consumption.

Looking at different parts of Europe, the development in nattuzil gas consumption has been
very heterogeneous. This is well demonstrated within the framework of three market regions:
Western Europe (OECD-Europe), Former Soviet Union (FSU) and Other Europe. The last
region mostly comprises non-FSU countries in Eastern Europe. Fqgure 2.1 displays the de-
velopment for each of these regions from 1981 to 1994. Table 2.1 also gives some figures for
selected years. “

In OECD-Europe the natural gas consumption has been increasing during most of the p&od.
Only for two years, 1982 and 1988, do the BP figures show a decrease from the preceding
year. In 1982 the consumption declined about 3 per cent and in 1988 by L8 percent. lh 1988
the decrease most probably resuked from casual climatic variations. The 1982-setback had
more profound reasons, and despite a significant rise in 1983 the 1981 consumption was not
exceeded until 1984. The setback was due to a general deterioration in World economy and
followed in the wake of the Iraq-Irankm war that broke out at the end of 1978. When the
Iranian Gulf became part of the combat area the oil exports from OPEC fell significantly,
causing a sharp rise in oil price. From 1978 to the top level in 1981, the oil price more than
doubled in real terms. OECD-Europe was strongly hit by tlds price shock and the value of
industrial production decreased both in 1981 and 19822.

Looking back at the first oil crisis in 1973, the succeeding period may be split into three
separate segments of time. During the first six years - until 1978- the natural gas consumption
in OECD-Europe increased rapidly, showing an average annual growth rate of 4.5 per cent.

2 From 1980to 1982the OECD-indexof industrialproductionfor the areajfell back from 96.6 to 93.4 (base
year 1985).For the five-yearperiodfrom 1979to 1984this indexshowedan increaseof only 0.3 percent.
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Figure 2.1 Natural gas consumption in Europe -1981 to 1994.
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Table 2.1 Natural gas consumption - energy shares and growth.
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From 1978 to 1982 the annual growth rate fell to only 0.35 per cent. From 1983 on, the
natural gas consumption regained a high expansion rate. Average annual growth rate from
1983 to 1994 was 3.3 per cent and the first half of the nineties showtxl an annual growth rate
of 3.6 percent.

In FSU the responses to the oil crises were very different from those that appeared in Western
Europe. Here the natural gas consumption increased quite slowly, by an annual rate of about a
half percentage, from 1973 to 1978. Then started a period of fast growth that lasted till 1990.
The annual increases were particularly high from 1978 to 1982, showing an avemge growth
rate of 14.8 pe: ~nt. From 1982 till 1990 the consumption grew by an annual rate of 6 per
cent. The top level was reach in 1991 when FSU consumed 665.5 BCM - nearly 2.5 times the
consumption in OECD-Europe this year. Thereafter the consumption has declined rapidly, and
in 1994 it was back down at the level of 1985.

Much of the difference between FSU and Western Europe maybe explained by a look at the
regional resource situation. The petroleum deposits on own territory are much larger in FSU
than in Western Europe. Profiting from its vastvesources the FSU expanded its natural gas
sector at an early stage, and domestic consumption had already reached a substanti~ level at
the time of the first oil crisis3. In 1978 natural gas covered more than 29 per cent of primary
energy consumption in FSU. This is compared to about 12 per cent in Western Europe and
slightly above 18.5 per cent worldwide.

As FSU was CompIeteIy self-sufficient with petroleun the country was not hit in the same
way by the oil price shocks. Peaking oil prices even increased FSU incomes from oil exports
and gave an extra inflow of hard foreign exchange that was very welcome. Partly to protect oil
exports from growing inland demand, a gigantic development program for natural gas was
initiated in the mid-seventies. The fimt measurable results of these programs coincided with
the second oil crisis in 1978 and gave start to the 12 year long period of rapidly expanding
natural gas consumption that followed.

Since the split up of the Soviet Union in august 1991, the whole area has been beset with
severe economic problems. The switch over from centrally planned to market economy has
not been easy, and the necessary adaptations are still far from compIeted. In 1992 and 1993

* the gross domestic product in Russia is reported to have declined by 19 and 12 per cent
respectively (CJA, 1994), and in 1993 the industrial production fell by 16 per cent. Against
this background the 17.6 percent decline in natural gas consumption from 1991 to 1994 is not
surprising. The dramatic declines in demand and production are spectacular symptoms of
fundamental and severe problems in the organisation of production and external trade
relations, particularly with the former member states of the union. Along with other industry,
the natural gas sector is suffering from the overall drainage of funding for maintenan~ and
investment programs.

~ The development in the Otlzer Europe region, which mainly includes former East bloc coun-
tries, has of course bee? strongIy connected to the history of the FSU. This is particularly
apparent for the period from mid-eighties when the disintegration started. Ih the first years
after 1973, the market for natural gas in Other Europe developed more independently, mainly
on the basis of local resources. In 1973 the imports covered only 15.2 percent of a 38.5 BCM

3 FSU natural gas consumption was 233 bcm in 1973, according to BP Gas Review, J994
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total consumption. This gradually changed as imports
with an import share of close to 55 per cent in 1990.

from the FSU increased and peaked

From 1973 to 1978 consumption of natural gas in Other Europe increased at an average
annual rate of nearly 8 per cent. Then the growth speed was dampened a little, but still
continued at annual expansion rates above 4 per cent until 1986. Except for a temporary drop
in 1988, regional consumption levelled out at about 80 BCM from 1986 to 1989. Then”
followed three successive years of sharp drop in natural gas consumption - down to a level of
about 60 BCM, which has been maintained since then.

2.1.2 End use and share of gas in total energy.

Table 2.1 shows the share of natural gas in total primary energy for a number of European
countries and for several regional aggregates, including figures for the entire World. Starting
with Western Europe, we see that the relative position of natural gas improved only slightly
from 1981 to 1988, despite a significant growth in consumption (1.7% average annual
growth). During this period natural gas stagnated in the most developed markets in northern
Continental Europe, particularly in Holland, Belgium and France. In the two latter, gas
consumption even declined. This may partly be attributed to capacity constraints in supply,
but the energy sector was also influenced by the fast expansion in French nuclear electricity.
Contrary to this trend, gas consumption grew at a rapid rate in the southern countries, Italy and
Spain, and in the young Scandinavian market.

From 1988 to 1994 West European natural gas consumption grew considerably faster than
total energy. The average annual growth rate was 3.8 per cent compared to only 0.9 per cent”
for primary energy. Thus the share of natural gas in total energy consumption increased by
nearly 3 per cent, from 15.5 to 18.4 per cent. During this period natural gas improved its
relative position in all the countries, but the improvement was still very small in France.

The countries with the highest natural gas share in 1994 were Holland (42.6%), United King-
dom (28%), Italy (27.2%) and Austria (25.3%). In Holland the share has remained fairly con-
stant since 1981, but in the other countries the gas share has risen substantially, particularly
since 1988. Both in UK and Italy much of the growth is due to increased use of gas in elec-
tricity generation, a development that is expected to continue. The potential for natural gas in
the electricity sector is large in many other countries as well, but in several of these, a release
of the potentials will require a significant shift in national energy policies (particularly in
France and Germany). Attempts to reach national targets for reduced emissions of greenhouse
gases will stimulate policy changes, while sectional interests may work in the opposite
direction.

To illustrate the volume consequences of increasing the share of natural gas in primary energy
in Western European, assume the gas share rises to 21 per cent in 2000 and fiut.her to 25 per
cent in 2005. This scenario is not impossible. Even with no growth in total energy
consumption it would imply increases in natural gas demand of 37 BCM by 2000 and 94’
BCM by 2005. With annual growth rates for primary energy in the range from 0.5 to 1.5
percent, the gas demand would be up 46-65 BCM by 2000 and 114-158 BCM by 2005.
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Figure 2.2 End use of natural gas in OECD-Europe

Figure 2.2 displays the distribution of nahyal gas consumption among 3 categories of end use
applications in OECD Europe4. It appears from the figure that the composition of natural gas
consumption has not changed dramatically since 1979. Excluding the ‘other’ category we see
that the share of industry has dropped around 3.5 percen~ while residentiallcornmercial gas
usage has increased equally. The 1993 share of gas used for electricity ‘generation wak un-
changed from 1979- at 17.4% of registered end use - but this shw dipped in the meantime
and in 1989 was down at 15.9 percent. The gas share in electricity generation in OECD
Europe is below average for ‘theor@nisation. In”19926.5 percent of European ehxt.ricity was
produced from natural gas comp~ to 13 -nt in USA ~d 18.1 pe~nt for Pacific OE~ .
members (lE& 1994a). Among the major muntries the gas share in electricity production was
particularly low in France (0.65%) and UK (2:68%). On the other hand Holland produced 56.2
percent of its ekctricity from natural gas in 1992, with Italy coming next at 15.8%.

In non-FSU countries in the former East-bloc the situation differs considerably between north
and south. The northern countries, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary, appear to
have advanced further in the process of transition to market economy than have their former
allies, such as Bulgaria and Romania. The market orientation in the north is also likely to
influence the price regime for natural gas and will probably improve the position of gas in
competition with coal in particular, but ‘perhaps also towards oil. However, ofilcial energy
authorities in Poland and the Czech Republic still expect the development in gas consumption
to follow relatively close to the development in total energy. But this view is strongly opposed
by independent analysts. Cofala (1994) for instance, asserts that authorities tend to exaggerate
the development in total energy and strongly underestimate the potential for natural gas to
substitute coal. His view is that reduced energy intensity - resulting from increased efficiency
and shut downs in heavy industry - will entail stagnation in total energy consumption despite
an anticipated high economic growth rate. Gas consumption is expected to continue to grow,
primarily at the expense of coal. A tendency to an expanding gas share is also evident from
table 2.1. Even though gas consumption dropped significantly in Hungary and Poland from
1988 to 1994, the share of gas in primary energy increased markedly during the same period.

4 The ‘other’ category covers statisticaldifferences,own use by gas transmission companies etc.
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2.2 Natural gas supply to the European market.

The scenario analysis in chapter 5 will distinguish between production and consumer regions.
The base case includes 13 market regions and 5 producers. Two of the producers, UK and
Holland, are also represented as separate market regions. The three others, Norway, Algeria”
and FSU are treated solely as producers. This implies that the FSU domestic consumption is
excluded from the model, so that only the net exports to rest of Europe are considered. The .

setting for the scenario analysis explains the special organisation of table 2.2 and table 2.3
below.

2.2.1 Major EuropearI gas producers.

From table 2.2 it appears that national levels of proven natural gas reserves in Continental
Europe, except Holland, are rather limited. Close to 74 percent of known ‘intemrd’ European
reserves are located in Holland, UK and Norway. The remaining 26 percent are divided 55/45
between OECD countries and former East bloc countries. Based on acknowledged reserve
estimates (BP Energy Rev, 1995), current European consumption level at 347 BCM may
theoretically be fully supplied from ‘internal’ production for another 17.7 years. If Norway is
excluded the R/P ratio falls to 11.9 years.

In Northern Continental Europe Holland has taken a special role as a swing producer. The
country contracts its gas activities during the warm season and expands production and
exports in wintertime when gas demand is high and the supply from more distant producers is.
likely to be constrained by pipeline capacities. Holland has implemented a system of regu-
lations and tax mechanisms to force domestic producers to install and sustain swing capacity.
Through this policy Holland has been able to collect a price premium on gas exports. On the
other hand there are also costs involved in maintaining spare capacity during a large part of
the year.

Production in Holland is likely to remain at the current level as the country has decided not to
expand its gas exports. This line appears to have broad support at the political level. It aims
partly at maintaining national control over the dominant source of domestic energy supply.
Another objective in Holland is to avoid a too strong dependence on incomes from gas
exports, and thus reduce the economic exposure to gas price fluctuations. Also important is
the special topography of Holland with vast land areas located below sea level. When
subsidence was observed at the Norwegian Ekofisk field in the North S- it thus raised
serious questions regarding the consequences of a continued rapid depletion of the inland
Groeningen field.

UK production and consumption has increased sharply during the last years. So far nearly all
domestic production has been consumed inland and in addition the UK market has been sup-
plied from Norwa~ . The recent expansion in domestic production has for the moment made.
Norwegian gas obsolete, and several British production companies are now eager to start
exports to the continent. Physically this will be possible when the 20 BCM Interconnwtor

5 Limitedamountsof gas have beenexportedto GermanyandHollandthroughsmall capacitypipeline
connectionsbetweenfields in the SouthernNorthSea. In 19!34this exportamountedto 0.9 BCM.
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becomes operative. However, considering the current market conditions on the continen~ the
UK capacity to become a significant gas exporter is questioned by analysts (Wood Mackenzie,
April 1995). Firstly, the broadly accepted UK reserves are not large enough to guarantee long
term security of supply. Secondly, for the next decade much of the anticipated increase in gas
consumption in North West Europe is already covered by con~cts. unless an extensive
market reform is carried out very soon in Continental Europe, the market available

,,

I Reserves IProduction IR/P- I
BCM BCM1994 ratio comments

‘Gasconsumers>:
Scandinavia 121 4.6 263 - OnlyDenmark
Fran= 36 3.2 11.3
Germanv 303 15.6 19.4

Unit&Kingdom
Holland
Norway

II630 65.4
1875 65.9
2008

II9.6
28.5 - IEAreportsprod.at 882 BCM!!.—

130.6 165.6 I

Africa:
Algeria
Libya
Nigeria
TOTAL

lii 1: k1-?!%,”d LNG exportstoEurope/

~! E“rowan ‘c~nsume~’ ~ organisd~ u in s used in the succeedingscenarioanalysis.
*

Table 2.2 Natural gas reserves and production with particular relevance to Europe.
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Source BP Review of World Gas 1995
Notes:

1)AdditionalGermanimportsof 0.9 BCM fromDenmarkincludedin total.Total Swiss importwas
2.2 BCM of which 1.3BCM originatedfromGermany.The remaindercamefromHolland(0.6BCM)
and FSU (0.4 BCM)

2)AdditionalimportsIlom Germany(0.3 BCM)includedin total.
3)Currentlyonly Spainconsumesgas.AdditionalLNGfromLibya(1.4BCM) and Australia(0.SBCM)

Table 2.3 Regional trade balance for natural gas in Europe 1994.

for UK gas exports will most likely be small and low price. The primary fimction of the
Interconnector may thus become to serve as a gas price equaliser in a gas spot market which is
rather small, particularly on the Continental side. Capacity utilisation will then be fairly lim-
ited and with gas flowing in both directions.

Norway is the European country with the largest commercial natural gas reserves according to
BP. During the last decade annual production has moved in the interval from 25 to 30 BCM.
Close to 100 percent of production is exported. Destinations of exports have gradually been
shifted away from UK to Continental Europe. Further exports to UK are currently constrained
by a deadlocked disagreement on tariffs and transport conditions for the Frigg transport
system. The Norwegian part of the system is currently running at less than 30 per cent
capacity utilisation.

Exports to the continent are on the other hand set to rise sharply over the next decade as
several new high capacity trunk lines will become operative. So far Norway has contracted
deals and options for annual deliveries of more than 60 BCM after 2005, and substantial
additional deliveries are being negotiated. The requests with the largest volume potentials are
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made by Italy and Spain (Dagens Naxingsliv, 29.08 1995)6. Also the Czech Republic and
current German customers have signalled interests that may result in fiwther increases in
future Norwegian gas exports.

2.2.2 Domestic production and gas supply in other European countries.

Jn Scandinavia exclusive Norway, the natural gas market is developing in two segregated
units. In the EasL Finland has increased its annual gas consumption from less than one to
around 3 BCM over the last decade. This consumption is completely based on Russian
imports. The other part of the Scandinavian market is branching out from Denmark.
Production from the offshore based Danish gas reserves commenced in 1984 and reached 4.6
BCM in 1994. The production is feeding a growing domestic consumption, which in 1994
was 2.75 BCM, and the surplus is exported to Sweden and Germany.

Danish gas production will incmse fi.mtherduring the next years, to at least 7.4 BCM, which
is the contracted plateau level for production horn 1997 (Wood Mackenzie, June 1995).
According to recent forecasts this production will still not be large enough to cover gas
demand at the turn of the century, which is estimated at 9.5 BCM. Several akematives exist
for filling the gap. The most likely solution appears to be imports from Norway, either by a
dedicated pipeline fmm Norwegian North Sea installations or through the existihg
connections to the Emden terminal.

Contrary to Denmark Germany has no offshore gas production. The onshore reserves have
been depleted since the 1930s. Output peaked at an annual level slightly above 20 BCM in the
late 1970s. During the 1980s’ production decreased to an annual level of about 15 BCM, and
there are no indications that this level will change significantly in the near future. Reported
reserves are theoretically suftlcient to sustain the current production level for another 15 years.
Production will most likely start declining from about 2000.

Domestic German production covered only 17.6 per cent of total net supply in 1994. Thus,
more than 80 percent of the natural gas “consumedwas imported. The major external suppliers
were FSU, with 44 % of imports, Holland wifi 39 % and Norway with 15 %. In addition
Germany imported around 1.5 BCM of gas from Denmark and UK. The already strong
import dependency is expected to increase due to “acontinued growth in gas consumption. The
Troll contracts with Norway will substantially raise the Norwegian share in imports for the
near future. In a longer perspective the composition of imports is more unpredictable.
Ruhrgas, the major transmission company, is at the moment strongly associated with Norway,
but meets increasing competition from Wintershall. Through the Wingas joint venture with
Gazprom, Wintershall promotes Russian gas. The Russian supply capacity to the German
border is expected to rise sharply when the planned trunk line through Poland becomes
operative.

In north west Europe all gas to the Belgian-Luxembourg market region is imported, while
France has a small but dedining domestic production. In Belgium and Luxembourg the gas
arrives either by pipeline from Holland and Norway, or is shipped in as LNG from Algeria.

GAccordingto DN Italy and Spainhavemaderequestsfor annualdeliveriesof 6 and4 BCM respectivelyfrom
2000)
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Supply capacity to this region will increase sharply till 1997. By that time the Interconnector
to UK is scheduled to be on line and the Zeepipe system from Norway will have reached its
full capacity.

France is currently importing more than 90 per cent of its gas consumption and the import
dependency is expected to rise further. In 1994 the external gas was supplied from Holland
(16.5%), Norway (22.3%), FSU (36.6%) and Algeria (24.9%), the latter beeing shipped in as ~
LNG.

The natural gas market at the Iberian Peninsula is expanding rapidly. So far only Spain
consumes natural gas, but Portugal is expected to start gas distribution in the near future.
Domestic production is small. In 1994 the bulk of supply arrived as LNG from Algeria (4.6
BCM) and Libya (1.4 BCM). In addition a delivery of 1 BCM from Norway was piped down
through France. In a few years the construction of a large scale trunk line from Algeria - via
Morocco and Gibraltar - is expected to substantially improve the supply situation.

Italy is expanding offshore production with economic support from EU funds. The country
has a significant domestic resource base, particularly offshore. In last year’s issue of the BP
Gas Review the estimates of proven reserves were upgraded from 302 to 374 BCM, due to
intensified exploration activities. However, the national production and resources are far from
sufficient to feed the growing consumption in a longer perspective. Diversification of supply
appears to be a predominant aim of the production strategy. In 1994 more than half the Italian
gas consumption was covered by imports from Russia and Algeria. By expanding own
production, Italy may moderate a growing import dependency as gas consumption is expected
to increase substantially during the following years, particularly in power generation (OGJ,
13.03 1995). Increased domestic production will also give more time to develop import”
capacities and hopefully to firther diversify external sources of supply. Negotiations with
Norway failed some years ago over possible LNG deliveries from fields in the Barents Sea.
Renewed contacts concerning pipeline deliveries are now more likely to succeed. LNG import
from Nigeria is another alternative.

In Eastern Europe virtually all imports come from FSU. Several countries have also
significant national gas reserves and production. In 1994 domestic production covered 37.7
per cent of consumption in Poland, 69 per cent in Former Yugoslavia 46 per cent in Hungary
and 86 per cent in Romania. The latter controls 50 per cent of total reserves reported for the
whole area in the BP gas review for 1995. Poland comes next with 22 per cent. Despite the
substantial reserves, Romanian gas production (and consumption) has declined sharply, from
a level of 36.4 BCM (38. 1 BCM consumption) in 1984 to 16.8 BCM (19.6 BCM) in 1994.

It is likely that FSU will maintain a dominant position in Central and East European markets.
Hence some differentiation is likely to take place. In the South, Turkey has already started
imports of IJNG from Algeria and additional ING reception terminals are projected in Greece
and somewhere at the Croatian coast. Further north the Czech Republic has made an appli-
cation for purchase of Norwegian gas and has indicated a willingness to pay a premium for
such deliveries in order to reduce the current dependence on FSU.
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2.2.3 Future supply from the FSU.

Considering the distribution of reserves, FSU - and particularly Russian - supply of natural gas
will remain a key factor in European natural gas markets. According to BP, fie commercial
FSU gas reserves are more than nine times the size of the totals for the rest of Europe. Close
to 86 per cent of total FSU reserves are located in Russia and all exports to Europe are
currently handled by the Russian Gazprom company.

In 199498.7 BCM of natural gas from FSU was distributed among 14 European non-FSU
countries. About 65 per cent of the volume was delivered to OECD countries. Germany was
the major purchaser with 27.7 BCM. Italy and Former Czechoslovakia came next with 12.9
BCM each, followed by France at 11.3 BCM.

In addition to its exports, FSU is also a gigantic consumer of natural gas. Hence, the future
export capacity to Europe will be strongly influenced by the development in “’domestic’ con-
sumption. In 1994 close to 82 per cent of total gas production, reported at 671 BCM, was con-
sumed by FSU countries. About 68 per cent of this consumption took pkce in Russia. Both
production and consumption have dropped continuously since the peak in 1990/91.
Production has come down around 12 percent and the decline was particularly large last year
with 5.6 per cent. The faI1 in gas consumption has been even larger, showing a total drop of
17.7 per cent since 1991, and a 7.6 percent decxease last year. Russian decline in consumption
has been somewhat smaller than average for the ar~ with 13.7% in total and 7% last year.

Despite the sharp and continuous drops in consumption and production, Gazprom is still very
optimistic about the future development in Russian gas demand. According to an interview in
Euroil (March 1995), the company expects domestic Russian gas demand to surpass the 1993
level with 25-30% by 2010. ‘1’Msview is however strongly contradicted by Stem (1995), who
believes that Russian gas consumption will continue the decline and level out at around 300
BCIWyear by 2000. If the economy recovers by then, demand can be expected to grow and
reach 330-375 BCM by 2010. Stem outlines a series of demand side indicators of the current
situation as support for his view:

. Maeroeconornics decline.

. Enforcement of payment or disconnection of non-paying gas customem. In 1994 officially
decreed prices were paid for only 205 of totally 440 BCM of gas delivered to customers in
Russia and former Soviet Republics.

. Contr~tion of energy intensive industry. The former plan economy typically subsidised
these industries.

● Conservation and efficiency measures as well as replacement of inefficient plants.
. Moves towards market pricing. .

If the ‘Stem scenario’ comes closest to reality, which is quite likely, Russia will probably
postpone the high-cost Yamal development till after 2010, and still have capaci~ to nearly
double deliveries to Europe. According to Stem the Yamal project will only be needed if the
joint deliveries to Russia and Europe exceed some 530 BCM by 2010. Any shortfalls may
otherwise be covered at a substantially lower unit cost from other sources - e.g. imports from
Central Asian FSU countries or by development of the somewhat less costly
Shtokrnanovskoye field.
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2.2.4 African gas and alternative sources of supply.

Algerian gas export to Europe was reported at 28.5 BCM in 1994, and thereby surpassed
Norwegian supply by some 2 BCM. Deliveries were split 58/42 between LNG shipments and
pipeline transport. In addition to the European exports, Algerian production also serves a
growing natural gas market inland and in other North African countries. In a few years, par-
ticularly Spain and Portugal on the European side are expected to benefit from a new major
pipeline development over Gibraltar, which also is destined to open up the Moroccan market.
Commercial Algerian gas reserves are estimated by BP at 3.6 TCM, but maybe larger. Total
production in 1994 was 50 BCM.

In addition to Algeria also neighboring Libya has substantial gas reserves, but the de-
velopment of these resources is so far very modest, the main reason probably beeing the
Western political and economic isolation of the country. Libya does not control any pipeline
connection to Europe and last year the only significant gas export in this direction was 1.5”
BCM of LNG shipments to Spain. In a longer perspective Libyan reserves should still be
considered as part of a joint North African supply capacity.

The political instability in this region is a constant worry to European gas importers, par-
ticularly to Spain, France and Italy. The civil war situation that has emerged in Algeria has put
the importers in a fix. On one hand it would be relaxing to reduce import dependence on the
country. On the other hand the current military government is strongly prefened to the alter-
native, which appears to be a fundamentalist religious regime. The incomes from the gas sales
are extremely important for the national economy, and a withdrawal from gas purchases could
mean the end of the sitting government. Hence the European trade partners have chosen to
continue the imports and hope that the crises will disappear in a few years. Even if the curnmt
regime should be overthrown, it is not likely that any new rulers would terminate the lucrative
gas deliveries.

Moving further away from Europe, substantial gas reserves exist in Nigeria. Development of
LNG export facilities has been planned with a particular view to the markets in North
America and Italy. Also the enormous gas reserves in the Middle East maybe a future source
of supply to Europe. A large scale export pipe line system has been considered. However,
unless the development takes a disastrous direction in FSU the realisation of this last.
alternative still appears to be many years away, and thus certainly does not belong to the scope
of this study.
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EUROPEAN GAS MARKET DEVELOPMENTS.

Natural gasmarkets have developed widely differently in various European countries. This
applies both to the speed of market growth and to the distribution of end-use applications. The
reasons are numerous and complex. Some may be traced back to variations in availability of
naturaI gas, in economic conditions or in unit costs of establishing an adequate infrastructure.
Other issues of high importance are national traditions as well as variations in the market
structures and tax regimes that are established for the gas as well as for competing energy
resources. TMs section of the study addresses the vital factors for the fiture development of
the European gas market.

3.1 Availability of natural gas.
,..

In the first half of this century most of the densely populated sites in Europe had developed
network systems to dkribute town gas. This gas, which is a mixture of hydrogen and carbon-
monoxide, is normally produced from coal. The typical users were private homes and offices,
and the gas was mostly applied for cooking and heating. As electricity gained ground, the
town gas met increasing competition. In some countries this led to a termination of gas
deliveries. In other countries, discoveries of natural gas underground opened a new era for gas
distribution. The natural gas could easily substitute town gas in most applications. In many
respects the town gas system became a bridgehead for the development of the new resource:
Established technology and traditions in use could easily be adopted, and customer groups
were taken over.

Compared to oil, the high cost of transport and d@ribution is ~ exfmnely i.rnpofimt chmc-
teristic with all types of gas. Economy of use is therefore strongly influenced by the distance
to extraction point. This was of particular importance at an early stage of development, when
no long-distance pipdines existed. In areas close to extraction point the naturaI gas was made
available in greater quantities and at significan~y lower prices than city gas. At further dis-
tance the establishment of necessary infrmkructure depended on extensive and apparently risky
investment programs. Investment decisions therefore normally had to include various kinds of
risk-share arrangements. In most European countries this meant direct or indirect
governmental involvement in the gas sector. As gas grids extended beyond the national
borders new developments also came to depend on prearranged sales between producer and
distributor.

The first really huge discovery of natural gas in Europe was made in Groeningen in the
Netherlands in 1958. Despite the fact that more limited local reserves had already been
developed in several European countries, this new discovery significantly altered the whole
way of thinking about natural gas in the region. Firstly, the field was so vast that in addition to
serving an exploding national gas consumption, large quantities could also be exported to
neighboring countries. Secondly, the discovery initiated the geological interest in the North
Sea. The explorations that followed started out by focusing on areas close to the coasts and
gave no immediate success. First after years of disappointments, operations were moved into

. deeper waters, and in 1967 the Ekofisk field was discovered. This gave the starting signal for
the enormous explorations and development programrnes that took place in this area.
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Today the majority of acknowledged petroleum reserves in the North Sea are located on the
continental shelves of UK and Norway. Some additional reserves, particularly natural gas,
have been found offshore Denmark, Ireland and the Netherlands. On the Norwegian shelf
explorations further north have uncovered gas reserves at Haltenbanken and Troms@aket.
UK has also made discoveries outside the North Se% particularly in the Irish Se% where also
the Irish Republic has developed several gas fields.

After decades of offshore exploration, the vast bulk of West European natural gas reserves are
now concentrated in the North, with the still going strong Groeningen field at the southern
rim. Elsewhere, the French production has been in decline for many years and in southern
OECD-Europe it is now only Italy that still sustains a substantial natural gas production, that
mostly origininates from offshore field developments in the Mediterranean.

In the development of national gas resources, UK and Norway have followed widely different
strategies. Due to difficult topography and scarce inland market potential, all Norwegian gas
has so far been exported through offshore pipelines to Germany, UK and Belgium.The UK
national gas reserves have on the contrary been intensively exploited exclusively for domestic
consumption. A flourishing national gas market has in addition been supplied by significant
imports from Norway. These imports are now in rapid decline and the British gas market
tends to move towards self-containment. In a situation of affluent national gas supply, the UK
authorities are reluctant to approve new imports from Norway. Thus, even fully negotiated
replacement deals for the field-bound contracts that are running out with depletion of the
Frigg-are& have been denied.

At the end of 1995, Norwegian design capacity for annual deliveries of natural gas to the
European continent will reach 45.6 BCM. The gas transportation system will then comprise
two pipelines to Emden in Germany (NorPipe and the new Europipe) and one to Zeebriigge in
Belgium. In addition to this the Norwegian part of the Frigg transport system to UK has now
significant spare capacity.

Denmark is feeding a fast growing domestic gas market and also serves some exports to
Sweden and Germany from its relatively modest national gas reserves in the North Sea. It is
thus likely that the country in a few years will be in need of additional foreign supply. At the
moment Norway appears as the most likely candidate to cover the anticipated deficit.

Further developments in the North Sea will include several new pipelines and possible
upgrades of existing systems (i.e. installation of compressor stations). On the Norwegian side
two new pipelines are planned, one to Germany and one to be landed either in Belgium or
France. It is also decided that a pipeline will be installed to connect the natural gas province at
Haltenbanken to the infrastructure in the North Sea. Towards Denmark and Sweden, the route
and capacity of a possible fiture connection will strongly depend on the Swedish energy
policy, particularly regarding fhture use of nuclear power. If a rapid wind up of the atomic
power stations is decided, which is not very likely, a direct pipeline to Sweden will be
actualised. Otherwise a Danish solution seems most likely.

Regarding UK, the installation of the so-called Interconnector has attracted much attention.
This new pipeline is planned to go from Bacton to Zeebriigge in Belgium and will connect the
British gas grid to the continent. Start-up, originally envisaged to be in 1997, will almost
certainly be delayed. Considering the current market situation in UK, the British gas industry
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trusts that the pipeline will take abundant British gas to the continental markeh but this
assumption is disputed. Several market anaiysts suggest that the pipedine is likely to run with
very low capacity utilisation during its first yeais of operation, and that the dominant gas flow
direction may change much sooner than anticipated by the industry.

In addition to the <dntemab production, West and Central Europe are also supplied with
natwzd gas from AIgeria and Former Soviet Union (l?SU). The Algerian deliveries date long-
est back in time and were from the start solely based on shipments of LNG. Since 1983 Italy
has also imported Algerian gas through an offshore pipeline, but in 1994 LNG stilI dominated
the exports to Europe, totalling 16.3 BCM (BP Energy Review, 1995). Pipeline export to Italy
was this year 11.5 BCM. The FSU natural gas supply is based solely on pipeline transport.
The 1994 exports to Western Europe were estimated at 64.3 BCM, while Turkey and non-
FSU countries in Eastern Europe received 41.6 BCM of natural gas, all according to BP.
External gas supply to former East Bloc countries is still 100 per cent controlled by the FSU.
Though several of these countries have minor national gas reserves, it is only Romania that
has a more substantial national resource base.

On the European continent the infrastructure for natural gas transport is developed to an
extensive grid of pipelines that connects most countries together. As an illustration the system
was capable of handling FSU transit shipments of 11.5 BCM to France and 13.4 BCM to Italy
in 1994. However, in spite of the numerous interconnections, the national markets have so far
mostly maintained their isolated positions and a common European gas market still appears to
be some years away.

3.2 National energy policies.

Energy policies in Europe were strongly influenced by the two heavy price shocks on oil, the
first one invoked by OPEC after the blocking of. the Suez GUMIin 1973, md the second one
resulting from the Iraq-Iranian war, that broke out in 1979. Responding to the shocks, most
West European counties implemented strategies to reduce dependence on oil imports from
the Middle East. The base element in these stmtegies was an endeavour to secure national
control and diversification in energy consumption; It is important to remember though, that
particularly in the seventies, it was widely believed that the oil price would continue its
escalation. Market mechanisms therefore reinforced the policy efforts to stimulate investments
in increased energy efllciency and in the development of European based energy sources.
Petroleum activities in the North Sea got a strong push forward in tlds period.

As most European countries only controlled small amounts of petroleum, focus was directed
at other sources of energy. On one hand this created a renewed interest in the old energy major
- coal. On the other hand many countries embraced the new nuclear technology and initiated
huge investment programmed for the construction of atomic power schemes. Thus, the con-
sumption of nuclear energy in 1994 surpassed the 1978 level by more than four times. In this
period nuclear energy increased its share in total primary energy from 3.3 to 14.6 percent (BP
Energy Review).

In the eighties both coal and nuclear energy became increasingly influenced by environmental
concerns. New and stricter regulations on security, waste handling and emissions, contributed
to substantial increases in unit costs of production. At the same time prices of oil in particular,
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but also of natural gas, returned to a lower level, and thereby further weakened the com-
petitive position of coal and atomic energy. Severe accidents, like the one at Chernobyl’, have
nurtured a growing distrust in nuclear energy. Throughout most of western Europe popular
resistance is now so strong that any significant further expansion of this sector seems unlikely.
Indeed, some countries are even considering a stepwise closure of own production. The
future of coal usage is also darkened by its environmental repercussions, in particular by the
high emissions of greenhouse gasesg compared to other fuels. Several countries have already
declared targets for reductions in own emissions. These will be hard to fulfil without a
substantial decrease in the consumption of coal.

Even though the actual settings for the energy sector are substantially changed, elements of the
politics initiated in the seventies still remain. Two important examples are the G&man
protection of the national coal industxy and the special French devotion to nuclear energ$”. In
Germany today, regional politics and employment considerations have replaced security of
supply as leading motives to maintain coal subsidies. In France, the nuclear support obviously-
must be understood in the wider perspective of industrial and political ambitions, including
the military connection. It is also worth noting, that the reluctance to use imported petroleum
in electricity generation is not specific to France and Germany, but is shared by politicians and
national industries in many European countries. This is for one thing illustrated by the
distribution of governmental economic support to energy research in IEA countries, shown in
figure 3.1.

Both the German and French policies substantially constrain the market potential for natural
gas in the electricity sector. Similar effects are also observed in other European countries,
though often enforced by other and less visible mechanisms. A striking illustration of this
point, has been the liberalisation of the gas market in UK. When British Gas a few years ago
was deprived of its monopoly in gas distribution, the resulting competition initiated a boom in
the use of gas in electricity generation. This clearly demonstrated that British Gas, probably in
some kind of understanding with the coal and oil industry, for many years had conducted a
price regime that almost excluded power stations as customers. As all other European gas
markets still are subject to monopolistic regulation, the UK example is an indication of what
may happen if the markets are deregulated. It is obvious that power generation will be strongly
affected by a radical market reform in gas distribution. The other way around, the selection of
fuels for power generation may very likely become the single most important factor for the
development of natural gas consumption in the next decade. According to IEA,

7 Chernobyl(FSU),Sellafleld(UK),ThreeMiles Island(USA)
8 i.e. Germanyand Sweden.(h the lattera referendumheld in 1980gave majorityfor closure)
9 Particularlycarbondioxide.
‘0 In Germanysubsidiesto the nationalcoal industryfor the period 19% to 2005 are financedby a levy on
electricityconsumption(Ausgleichsabgabe- regulatedby the EnergyPolicyAct of April 1994).Currenttax level
is 8.5%in West Germanyand4.25%in East Germany,the lattergraduallyincreasingto West Germanlevel.
Coal basedpowerstationsare boundby long termcontractsto buy domesticcordto meeta certainpercentageof
theirneeds,currentlyaround87%.In additionto this, Germanyhas a special tax on naturalgas, currentlyat
around0.036 DM/CM

In Francea special tax appliesto all purchasesof more thanaround 1190cubicmeters(CM) of naturalgas
annually.The currenttax level is aroundFF 0.07 perCM.
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Figure 3.1 D~tribution of public funding for energy research in IEA-countries, 1988-90.

Source: Energy Policies of IEA Countries, 1990 Review, OECD, Paris 1991.

the share of gas in electricity production in OECD-Europe was only 6.5 percent in 1992.
Should the share be raised for instance to the Japanese level - at 19,5 pereent - it would
require an additional 60 to 70 BCM of gas, based on this year’s figures.

In Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) the energy policies are in rapid transfonmtion following
the breakdown of the former East-bloc trade system. Since the begiming of 1990 an intensive
energ pricing reform has been introduced (Energy Policy 1994, vol. 22.6). The former system
of centrally allocated energy did not reflect economic costs through prices, and most fiels
were significantly under-priced (Cofal% 1994). The relative price of coal remained below 50
percent of Western European levels for most of the 1980s. For gas and oil the differences
were significantly smaller, with relative prices swinging around 80 percent of Western
European levels. The price reform and phasing out of the central allocation system has been
followed by a sharp increase in energy prices and a large drop in energy consumption. From
1989 to 1992 gross energy consumption in the CEE area deereased by 25 pe~ent.
Consumption of natural gas dropped 26 percent. However, it should not be forgotten, that
these changes are not primarily results of the energy reforms. They must be seen in light of the
whole complex of problems connected to the transition from plan to market economy and the
collapse of the East-bloc trade systems.

As a follow up of the price reform, the organisational structure of the energy sector in CEE
has been reconsidered. Restructuring processes are so far most advanced in the Czech
Republic, Hungary and Poland, but also Bulgaria and Romania are discussing the issues.
Common elements in the restructuring programs are:

liquidation of monopolies
commercialisation and privatisation
splitting offiel network systems according to functional roles (i.e. generation,
transmission and distribution)
creation of new laws and regulatory bodies
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Opinions differ widely on the influence of the reforms on fi~re energy usage in the area.
Official CEE-projections are rather conservative in anticipating relatively modest shifts in the
composition of energy consumption. They also suggest that the energy consumption soon will
return to a rapid growth path as the economies recover after the implementation of market
reforms. Optimism is particularly outspoken in Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic,
where economies tend to be improving from the heaviest recession. According to official
estimates, total CEE energy consumption will be back at 1989-level in 2000, and then
continue to grow at an annual rate of about 1 percent until 2010. It is suggested that nuclear
power will grow fastest and that it will have doubled its share in total energy to about 14
percent in 2010. Coal is expected to stagnate and will not regain the 1989-level. Its share in
total energy will drop from 54 to slightly above 42 percent during the period. Natural gas
consumption is expected to grow slightly faster than the total, and will reach a share of 20.5
percent in total energy in 2010, compared to 19,7 percent at present.

Projections based on model calculations at the International Institute for Applied Systems
Analysis in Austria predicts far more radical changes (Cofal~ 1994). These estimates are
substantially more pessimistic about the future of nuclear energy and coal. They anticipate that
restructuring of industry and improved energy efficiency will result in large energy savings. .
Though total energy consumption is predicted to increase from the 1992-level, it is not
expected to return to the 1989-level until 2010. Shifts in relative prices are also envisaged to
cause dramatic changes in the composition of energy. Consumption of coal will decrease by
30 percent till the turn of century and a further 24 percent in the next decade. Its share in total
energy will be more than halved, to about 24 percent. Natural gas is assumed to have the most
prosperous future. The consumption in 2000 is expected to reach 122 million tons of oil
equivalent (Mtoe) as compared to 97 Mtoe in 1989 and 71 Mtoe in 1992. By then natural gas
will have reached a share of 30 percent in total energy and the share is expected to increase
further, to about 37.5 percent in 2010.

3.3 Market organisation and legal framework,

The European Union is working on a proposall * on petroleum, natural gas and electricity.
According to an optimistic Mr. Santer12the proposal maybe completed this year. On a general
level the work aims at securing that the European Commission receives detailed information
on planned energy investment projects of interest to the Union so it can keep an overall pic-
ture of the capacity and equipment plans in the energy sector. The highest ambitions are set
for a liberalisation of the internal market for electricity which today is featured with one of the.
highest degrees of monopolistic structure in the EU. Enhanced competition in this area has a
high priority for the Commission, but the member states have so far not succeeded in agreeing
on effective measures. Negotiations on the issue have been in political deadlock for three
years. The principal contention applies to the choice between a so-called Single buyer mudel
(SBM), proposed by France, and the concept of third part access (TPA)13. A possible
compromise may be some sort of parallel establishment of the two systems. .

“ EU: COM(95) 118
12Leaderof EU Commissionin a speechto the EuropeanParliament 15February 1995.
‘3 TPA(third part access)allowsdirectcontractsbetweenproducersand consumerswhilean independentthird
part is responsiblefor runningand maintainingthe meansfor transportand chargesa tariff for use of eapaeity.
SBM(singlebuyer model)allowsonly one company/organisationto be sellerof the commodityandownerof the
transportfacilities.Producersareenforcedto sell to the SBMor the SBMmay even itself be a producer.
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At the moment natural gas markets in Europe do not seem prepared for a rapid liberalisation
and integration. What happens in the electricity sector will nevertheless be of great impor-
tance. A liberalisation here will directly affect natural gas consumption in severrd ways.
Firstly, it may alter the competitive position of electricity versus gas and other kinds of
energy. Secondly, a reform may also contribute to substantial changes in the pattern of fuel
selection for power generation. Indirectly, ,the success or failure of the electricity reform will
certainly also influence both the timing and the configuration of a subsequent market reform
in natural gas. However, in lights of the profound disagreements on the current proposal, the
Commission will probably hesitate to invoke a similar dispute on natural gas right away. A
full liberalisation is therefore unlikely to take place before the turn of the century. Still, it is
important to note that most analysts and sector companies expect the reform to come and they
discount it in their current attempts to position for the 21st century.

With regard to transmissions of gas between countries, two important agreements are estab-
lished. One is the EU Transit Directive that requires member states ‘to facilitate the transit of
natural gas between high pressure transmission grids’. The other is The ‘Energy Charter
Treaty, signed in Lkbon in December 1994. This last treaty includes most OECD member
states (including EU), Central and Eastern Europe and FSU. It aims at improving conditions
for energy co-operation and trade between the contracting parties. The principal message is:
<Allow freedom of energy transit on just and non-obstructive conditions - including estab-
lishment of capacity - unless transport can be demonstrated to damage tmnsit country’s own
energy system.>>Both agreements include provisions for how to handle disputes, but as yet no
precedence is set for either of the two.

3.3.1 Gas imports and transmission: concessionaires and national monopolies.

On national levels natural gas markets in Europe are still relatively closed and most often
dominated by one single or a few major companiei. With a few exceptions, imports and
transmission of gas is strongly Egulated by the governments. The control is either exer&d
directly through publicly owned monopolies, or by some kind of concessionaire system.
Privileged companies will typically own at least the high pressure parts of the networks and
also control the whole chain of trade from purchases and as far as the ‘city gate’. At this point
the gas is often taken over by local distribution companies, but some transmission companies
also carry out the distribution.

Even where transmission and distribution is commercially separated transmission companies
may be substantial shareholders in distribution. In Germany for instance, Ruhrgas is one of the
most influential owners in Verbundnetz Gas (VNG) - the major distribution company in
former DDR areas. In countries with domestic production, national transmission companies
may also take part in exploration. This is the case with British Gas which is one of the major
UK gas producers. It also happens in Germany where companies like BEB*4 and MEEG15 are
at the same time transmitting and distributing gas and exploring domestic gas fields. The two
latter are also an illustration of the fact that several of the major petroleum companies regard
downstream gas activities to be an attractive business. Responding to the new trends in the
direction of a more open and integrated European gas market, we see that also the Norwegian

‘4 BEB Erdgas and Erdol GmbHis a 5050 joint venturebetweenEsso AG and DeutscheShellAG.
‘5 MEEG - Mobil Erdgas-Erdolis a whollyMobilownedcompany.
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petroleum companies are actively pursuing a foothold downstream. Saga Petroleum tried, but
failed to develop a co-operation with German Wintershall. Statoil and Norsk Hydro have suc-
ceeded to get ‘inside’ through Alliance Gas in UK, and in the Netra network joint venture in
Germany.

In Italy the ENI daughter SNAM holds de facto monopoly in gas imports and transmission
despite the introduction of a common carrier principle in legal terms. SNAM is also a major
shareholder in the transmission pipelines that carry gas from Holland (TENP in Germany and
Transitgas in Switzerland) and FSU (TAG, starting at the Czech/ Austrian border). EN the”
formerly state-owned energy giant, was privatised late 1995.

The French market is fully controlled by the state owned Gas de France. - “ ‘
with more than 27 000 employees, covers the whole chain from
transmission to distribution and associated services. Possible privatisation
been discussed, but is not likely to take place in the near future.

1ms vast company,
gas purchases via
of the company has

3.3.2 &!IIIl=y.

Unlike most other European countries, Germany has no formally defined monopolies in
imports and transmission of natural gas. Still the market has not until recently faced any real
competition. The market has long been and still is strongly dominated by Ruhrgas, which
owns most of the networks in Former West Germany. In 1994 the company controlled around
70 percent of German gas transmissions. It handles almost all imports from Norway and also
most of the imports from Russia. In Former East Germany, Ruhrgas has secured its position
through heavy investments in the former DDR distribution company Verbundnetz Gas
(VNG).

In lack of public regulations, the gas industry has itself organised a system of demarcation
agreements which divide the country among dkibution companies according to geo-
graphically defined areas of interest, though, after reunion, the harmony has been broken by
the BASF subsidiary Wintershall, which is aggressively seeking to increase its market share in
supply and transmission. In 1994 the company reached a 10 percent share in the domestic
market, but targets at a 15 percent in the near fhture (DN, 8.5 1995). To meet this goal
Wintershall has initiated a vast pipeline construction program. WinterShall has also made
several applications for purchas~ of Norwegian gas, but these have all been turned down by
the Gas Negotiation Committee (GNC). The official motive for Norwegian denials has been
the fear of gas-to-gas competition in the German market. Suspicions have been voiced though,
that the decisions are at least as much resulting from Ruhrgas pressure. Anyway, Wintershall
now seems to have secured gas supplies through a formalised co-operation with Gazprom. It
has materialised in WINGAS - a joint venture between the two - which is set up to handle the
German gas market. The arrangement will probably guarantee sufficient Russian gas supply to
the company, but still WINGAS gives high priority to solutions that may broaden the supply
basis. A differentiated supply is expected to be of strategic importance in the fhture German
market. New requests to Norway is therefore one alternative and WINGAS will certainly also
look for other sources; in UK, Algeria or elsewhere.

.

Market reforms have been seriously considered in Germany. A legal proposal on TPA was “
actually raised in the Bundestag some time ago, but was later withdrawn for further delibe-
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rationlG. Influential spokesmen for the gas transmission companies are now counteracting a
renewed proposal and are eager to maintain that competition and third party access can be
attained without interference from the authorities. Several analysts interpret the Netra joint
venture - between Ruhrgas / BEB and the Norwegian gas producers Statoil and Norsk Hydro -
to be an important industry contribution to this debate (NOR, 10/1994, pp. 12-21).

3.3.3 UK.

During first part of the eighties the British gas market was still completely dominated by
British Gas (BG), which held a monopoly of transmission, distribution and retailing. The Oil
and Gas Enterprise Act 1982 allowed for supply of gas to end-users by other parties. But the
act did not initiate any real changes, as no one applied for access to the grids. Only in 1986 did
things start to change. That year British Gas was privatised and the Gas Act 1986 created the
Ofllce of Gas Supply (Ofgas) and appointed a director-general with a duty to <amable>>
competition in the contract market. As competition still emerged very slowly, the Monopolies
and Mergers Commission (MMC) in its 1988 report expressed concern that British Gas by
virtue of its market dominance may be expected to operate agairnt the public interest by
detern”ng new entry to the market>. MMC required British Gas to issue more information
about carriage charges and to keep its transportation and purchasing/marketing operations
strictly separated. In 1990 Ofgas initiated a revision of the company’s transport charges,
resulting in tariff reductions ranging from 20% to 4-O%.

As British Gas still owns most of the transport and distribution networks in m the dispute
on terms of competition has continued. Continued disagreements between British Gas and
Ofgas initiated a new MMC review and this time the whole gas indus~ was covered, includ-
ing transportation and storage. The Commission’s report was published in August 1993 and
recommended that:

●

●

●

BG trading activities should be divested, implying separation of transportation and trading,
by 1997
threshold for monopoly supply to tariff customers should be reduced from 2500 to “1500
therms.
transportation charges should be based on a 6.5-7.5 rate of return on new investments
under current conditions.

Late 1993 it became clear that the British government would not require a break-up of BG.
Instead the Department of Industry proposed to intemaIly separate the company’s transport
and trading divisions and also decided to carry out a phased opening up of the domestic
marke~ leading to full competition by 1998. According to the plan, BG’s tariff monopoly will
be ended in April 1996 and the competition for the household market will be opened up
gradually to April 1998.

Following the market reforms a series of new companies have entered into domestic gas
marketing in UK. Despite a rapid growth in gas consumption, particularly due to fuel substi-
tution in power generation, gas-to-gas competition has increased substantially, leading to a

‘b A conflicton TPA has also beenhandledby a Germancourt. - ref. FinancialTimes,EC EnergyMonthly:
Sefjantquestionsgas demarcation,Wiehloses TPAbattle,July 1993,ECE 55/18.
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sharp fall in spot market gas prices. In s ring 1995
+’reported at $62 per 1000 cubic meters’ , which is

the price for short term gas deliveries was
down around 60 percent compared to the

preceding year (DN, 5 May 1995). Many of the newcomers in the market are rather small
companies with a fairly modest financial basis. It is thus expected that the current surplus of
supply and the fierce competition will lead to a substantial reduction in the number of gas
marketing companies. But also BG is facing severe problems in its adaption to the new
environment. The company appears to have come in a squeeze between enduring “take or
pay” liabilities in its gas purchases, and rapidly falling market shares in the liberalised market
segments.

3.3.4 Norway.

All sale of Norwegian gas is organised through the Gas Negotiation Committee (GFU). The
committee is headed by Statoil - the fully state owned national petroleum company - which is
supplied by the two other Norwegian oil companies, Saga and Norsk Hydro. GFU prepares
and carries out negotiations with interested buyers of gas as far as to agreement of a contract. ”
The contracts must then be approved by the authorities, represented by the Industry and
Energy Ministry, which also decides to which fields the contract shall be connected. Since
1993 the ministry has been assisted by a Gas Supply Committee (FU), which now includes
twelve of the major licence owners on the Norwegian shelf.

The establishment of the GFU in 1986 was intended to serve several purposes. Upstream the
comrnittes should contribute to a more co-ordinated usage of the total gas resources. Before
that date, Norwegian gas was sold on depletion contracts directly connected to the physical
field developments. By the introduction of GFU the link between gas sales contract and
delivery source was broken or at least significantly relaxed. Starting with the Troll contracts it
is now the government that formally decides from which fields agreed gas deliveries will
flow. This arrangement has attached more of the supply responsibility to Norwegian authori-
ties. On the other hand the flexibility in resource usage is substantially increased, a property
which is extremely valuable in an area where knowledge on the commercial resource base is
continuously altered through new information from production, appraisal drillings and the
development in the natural gas markets.

Downstream the reorganisation aimed at strengthening the national trading position towards
the purchasers which typically are big companies with total or at least considerable”
monopolistic power in domestic gas markets. It is also worth noting that several of the major
foreign Iicence holders on the Norwegian shelf are involved in transmission and distribution
of gas in continental Europe. This is particularly the case in Germany, which is by far the most
important market. The GFU system has thus been intended as an instrument to maximise the
national value of Norwegian gas resources and has particularly aimed at avoiding potential
gas-to-gas competition.

The GFU arrangement is controversial. The institution has never been popular among the
foreign licence owners in Norway, who have been particularly dissatisfied with their own
influence through the system. The establishment of FU in 1993 may partly have offset this
problem. Another and probably more severe problem is the growing distrust of GFU by

‘7 Eqmls $1.72 per MMBtu.
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foreign authorities. Still, the system was accepted by the European Commission - though not
without hesitancy - when the Norwegian application for membership in the European Union
was approved in 1994. But already during spring 1995 the GFU again hit the headlines when
it turned down an application for purchase of gas from German Wintershall that was
supported by Norwegian Saga. Here the interests of Sag% which itself is a GFU member, were
completely overrun by the two other members. The denial was made on the basis of principle
without any further negotiations on price or other contract conditions. This gave rise to
speculations and media allegations that the decision was influenced by Ruhrgas. As a
consequence, e,wan competition authorities decided to investigate the case. On request from
the alhdeskartellarnb> Ruhrgas strongly denied that the company had participated in any
activity destined to reduce competition. The German authority accepted this answer but
decided to direct a fimther request to the European Commission to have the GFU considered in
relation to the antitrust provisions in the Treaty of Rome (.DN,28 April 1995).

The future of the GFU is unsure. Norwegian authorities will probably be pragmatic to changes
in the practical arrangements. On the other hand, they will not easily accept any conditions
that remove or strongly weaken the authorities’ ability to co-ordinate production and sales of
Norwegian gas.

3.35 Former Soviet Union (FSU).

In FSU Gazprom has largely taken over the roles and possessions of the former Soviet Minis-
try of the Gas Industryt*. It owns all the high pressure transmission Iines in Russia and in 1993
also produced 93.4% of all Russian gas19.Gazprom carries the domestic gas as far as the ‘city
gate’ where it is passed over to local distribution companies under the umbrella of Rosgasi-
fikatsiya. With many of the people from the Soviet era retained in senior positions, Gazprom
has also preserved much of the structure and ways of thinking from the central plan economy
and still very much tends to fancy upstream ‘mega-projects’. Though it has undergone
(Russian style) privatisation20, the company has resisted rdl attempts to have it broken up
according to functional roles. Beating in mind the extreme importance of gas both in the
Russian energy balance and as a collector of foreign currency, it is quite understandable that
politicians have been cautious to change the rules of the game in this area. Particularly since
the gas industry has remained by far the most successfid industrial sector of the new Russian
economy, as indeed it also was during the last decades of the Soviet era.

All exports of gas from the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) to Europe is handled
by Gazprom through its export division Exportgaz. Since 1990 the company has been reform-
ing the traditional sales strategy of the former Soviet system, which was to deliver at the
border of the importing country with no Gazprom involvement in the further transportation
and marketing of the gas. The new policy is to take active part in downstream activities and to

~~Described in J.P. Stem (1995)who also refersto ArildMoe (1994)for tier backgroundinformation.
The remaining6.6% of gas was producedby oil productioncompanies,mainIyas associatedgas fromWest

Siberianoil fieldscontrolledby RosneftAssociation.An interestingpoint is that despiteits controlof current
production,Gazpromownsonly 50% of the 49 TCM of provenreserves.(GazpromStudyCracksopenSecretsof
the Gas Giants’,World Gas Intelligence,27 January, 1995,p. 5)
m Gazpromis now organisedas a ‘JointStockCompany’and 51% of its shareshave beensold to employeesand
the Russian public.A plannedsale of further9% to foreigninvestorwas postponedin March 1995.This sale has
earlier been coupkd with the financingof the Yamaldevelopment.
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achieve this goal Gazprom has entered into a series of joint ventures with established trans-
mission and marketing companies in the importing countries. Examples are:

. WINGAS with Wintershall in Germany (Wintershall is a subsidiary of BASF)

. Gaz und Varenhandelshaus (GVH) with OMV in Austria

. Gasum with Neste in Finland

. Fragaz in France

. Panrusgas with DKG in Hungary
● Promgaz with SNAM in ItaIy
. Gaztrading and Europol Gaz (for construction of pipeline) with POGC in Poland
. Wlrom with Romgaz and WIEH (another German Gazprom jv) in Romania
. Tagdem with Petrol in Slovenia

The purpose of the joint venture strategy is partly to capture some of the extra profits believed
to be earned in the downstream markets. Furthermore, Gazprom hopes to promote future
Russian gas sales by extending and deepening its contacts with influential players in the
national markets. In Germany the joint venture with Wintershall has already built several
major pipelines (MIDAL and STEGAL) and has - as the only company - started to aggres-
sively challenge the interests of Ruhrgaz. It is a paradox though, that Ruhrgas continues to be
the major customer of Gazprom outside the FSU.

In Eastern Europe, the dominance of FSU gas in imports is nearly total and Gazprom has
occasionally attempted to make use of this position to enforce joint ventures with national
transmission companies. This is the case in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. A renewal of
long term gas sales contracts after 1998 has here been made conditional upon the settlement of
a joint venture between Gazprom and the national transmitter, Transgas (DN, 20 July 1995). ”
So far the Czech and Slovak authorities have resisted the pressure and have also further
annoyed the Russians by making an application for Norwegian gas supplies. Also other former
East-bloc countries may in future wish to diversify the gas supply and hence be willing to pay
a premium for alternate imports. On the other hand, for countries lsuch as the Czech Republic
and Slovakia and Poland it must be quite reassuring to know that the bulk of FSU exports to
Western Europe flow or will flow through their countries. A too rigid Gazprom policy may
thus be met by higher transit tariffs on FSU exports to other European countries.
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3.4 New infrastructure for natural gas.

In its 1993 white paper on growth, competitiveness and employment the Commission of the
European Communities strongly emphasised the importance of well-functioning networks21.
According to the paper any shortcomings in the development of proper energy transport
networks will in general not be attributable to financial problems. Except for some projects in
peripheral regions of the Community, investments in this sector are generally lucrative and
should not require financial support from the public sector. The Commission maintains that
imperfections most often result from administrative constraints that hamper private sector
investments.

On the basis of ‘decided and planned investments in trans-European electricity and natural gas
networks, the Commission has estimated that total investments in this area may possibly reach
ECU 13 billion by the end of the decade. With regard to natural gas a wide spectrum of
projects are anticipated, both to improve the internal EU distribution and to increase supply
capacities from external soumes. Internal plans cover the setting up of infrastructure to
develop new markets, in particular in Northern Ireland, in Portugal and on the Mediterranean
islands Corsic% Sardinia and Crete. Major extensions of existing grids are also scheduled in
Spain, in Germany’s New Liinder and in mainland Greece.

A further growth in gas consumption in the Community will inevitably require the
establishment of additional capacity in transit pipelines. In the north, the plan is to supply the
new market in Northern Ireland by a pipe connection to the Irish grid, which has already been
linked to the main UK network. In the south, the development of a Portuguese market is likely
to be based on pipeline supply from Spain, perhaps in combination with some LNG.
Combined with expanding gas usage in Spain, the new market requires a significant increase
in the supply capacity to the whole Iberian peninsula. A first stage in satisfying this demand
has been the instdation of a pipdine link from Spain to the French gas network. A possible
second stage will imply the constmction of a trunk line from Algeria to Spain.

Existing gas grids in Europe have typically expanded as separate trees rooted at supply hubs,
like l%ebriigge in Belgium and Emden in Germany. Combined with conflicting interests of
ownership, this has contributed to the development of a set of relatively segregated systems.
Construction of new interconnections is therefore a naturaI part of a program to strengthen the
European gas networks. In the short term such measures will improve the security of supply.
In a longer perspective they may form the first steps in the development of an integrated
common market for natural gas in Europe. The white paper list of scheduled and planned
interconnections includes two pipelines from Germany - one as a link to the pipelines from
Zeebriigge and one to connect to the network of former East Germany. Another important
interconnection is the long-expected link between the Continent and the UK gas market.

21COM(93)700 final, Brussels,5 December1993.
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3.4.1 Major infrastructure developments in Germany. ”

Germany is of particular importance for the development of natural gas markets in Europe.
Not only is it the major gas-consuming country, it also has a geographical location that makes
it a natural hub for further distribution of gas to other European countries. The ongoing pro-

grams for construction of new infrastructure for gas in Germany, should therefore be given
special attention. German plans for the next years are ambitious and physical developments
foreseen will significantly alter the supply situation in Central and Western Europe. Indirectly
the construction programs may also influence the ongoing debate on market reforms. As the
two major antagonist companies - Ruhrgas and WINGAS/Wintershall - are now building
pipelines into mutual core areas, competition is presumed to intensify strongly, at least in the
German market..

With regard to pipelines, several new projects are coming up. WINGAS/Wintershall has for
several years been developing a transmission line (MIDAL), which stretches from the eastern
German border to the North S% close to Emden. Next year the company will also start con-”
struction of a pipeline (WEDAL) that by 1998 will give aeeess to the industrial core areas at
Ruhr in the Rhine valley. The pipeline may later be extended and comected to the Belgian
market. Further south in Germany, WINGAS has planned yet another pipeline that will start at
the Polish border and pass through Munich to Basel in Switzerland. In addition to opening up
new German areas for WINGAS marketing of gas, the project will create a new channel for
Russian gas exports to Switzerland, France and Italy. It will be an important element in the
Russian effort to ,create an alternative gas corridor through Belarus and Poland and thus
reduce the extreme dependence on Ukraine for gas transits to Europe.

Ruhrgas on the other hand is also involved in major pipeline developments. Together with the
Shell/Esso owned BEB, the company has formed an alliance with Statoil and Norsk Hydro to
complete the NETRA trunk line system. The pipeline will pass from Etzel via Wardenburg
and Achim to Salzwedel, which is an important bridgehead to gas distribution in East
Germany. At the North Sa Etzel is already connected to the terminal at Emden. Also the last
part of the transport system from Achim to Salzweldel, does exist. The pipeline from
Wardenburg to Achim is under construction by Ruhrgas and BEB, while the part from Etzel to
Wardenburg still remains to be built by the new consortium. The project is designed for an
initial capacity of 16 BCM annually, that may be increa.wxl to 18 BCM. Total price is
ca.lculatcxlto about 1 billion D-mark. The Norwegian companies are offered a 25% share in”
the project and related capacity will be used to carry already agreed annual deliveries of 4
BCM of gas to VNG. The remaining capacity shall be disposed by the German companies.
However, the Norwegian partners are given an option to further increase their common share
to 33%, provided that it is done to cover increased deliveries of GFU-gas (NOR, 10/1994).

3.4.2 UK and the Interconnector.

In December 1994, it was finally decided to build a pipeline link from the UK terminal of
Bacton to the Belgian hub at Zeebri,igge. Start up was envisaged for 1998, but will almost
certainly be delayed. The pipeline is primarily intended for exports of gas from UK, and the
design capacity in this direction is set to 20 BCM annually. Technically the flow may easily be
reversed to take a maximum of 10 BCM in the opposite direction, but this option still awaits
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governmental approval in
million (Wood Mackenzie,

UK. Total cost of the project has been estimated at S390-400
April 1995).

The Interconnector group has 9 participants: 4 oil companies, 4 transmission companies and
one power company. British Gas is the major owner with a 40 percent share. -British Petro-
leum, Conoco, Elf and Gazprom have taken a 10 percent share, while Amerada Hess, Distri-
gaz, National Power and Ruhrgas each hold a 5 percent share. Gas de France and the two
Norwegian companies, Statoil and Norsk Hydro, applied for partnership but were denied by
British authorities22. Transmission rights in the Interconnector will be distributed according to
the companies’ shares.

The British gas market is at the moment in a position of surplus inland supply. On this
background the Interconnector is intended as a measure to improve the profits of the UK gas
industry. The effects are expected to accrue partly through new incomes from gas exports
abroad and partly as a consequence of domestic price increases as part of the gas supply is
removed from the national market. Several partners in the consortium have pronounced an
optimistic view on possible future gas exports from UK to the continent. However, the con-
cept is strongly questioned in a recent report from Wood Mackenzie (April, 1995). The report
emphasises that UK proven and likely reserves theoretically are sufficient to preserve a
surplus production capacity well into the next century, even if domestic consumption
continues its rapid expansion (up to above 100 BCM annually in 2000). Despite thaL the
analysts see several severe obstacles to an expcnt scenario. One is that UK gas at Zeebriigge
will meet hard competition from less costly Norwegian gas. It can therefore be difficult to
obtain gas prices that are high enough to carry the needed field investments to maintain a
sufficient production level. Furthermore, the currently acknowledged British resource base is
not sufficiently large to have continental buyers stop questioning the credibility of UK as a
long term gas supplier. In the strongly regulated continental natural gas markets, this element
is considered to remain a major drawback for UK exporters. In these markets natural gas
contracts are normally agreed on long term ‘take or pay’ conditions and the major players in
the nearest and most interesting markets have already contracted deliveries to cover as good as
all expected demand till after 2000.

Wood Mackenzie concludes that the realistic market potential for the Interconnector during its
‘export window’ is rather weak if the current continental market structure is maintained. The
situation could however change substantially if a radical market reform with TPA should be
introduced. But even then the liabilities in existing contracts would probably prevent a
momentary transformation of the market system. According to Wood Mackenzie a likely
scenario for the Interconnector is that it will transmit only small quantities of gas during its
first years, and primarily serve as an instrument to balance prices between national spot
markets on both sides of the Channel. Furthermore the basic flow direction is likely to change
sooner than anticipated by UK authorities.

z The refusalof the two latterwas due to the continuingdisputeon the Friggpipeline.Tlis transportsystemwas
built in the mid-seventiesto exportNorwegiangas from the Frigg field to Scotland.Productionunderthe original
contractsis now in rapiddecline, leavingthe pipelinewith an increasingfreecapacity.British authoritiesdo not
howeveracceptthis capacityto be filled with gas fromother sourceswithouta thoroughrevisionof transport
conditions.The disputeappearsto beat a.deadlockand no solutionis expectedbeforethe Interconnectoris
completed.
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Some analysts have suggested that the capacity utilisation of the Interconnector may be
improved if UK could co-operate with Norway. If a solution is found to the deadlocked Frigg
dispute, there is a chance that the Bacton line may continue exports as swaps for Norwegian
gas landed in Scotland.

3.4.3 Norwegian export capacities and planned increases.

After Europipe I came on-line during 1995, Norwegian pipelines to the continent have
reached a total design transport capacity of around 45 BCM. This is divided between the 12
BCM Zeepipe line to Zeebriigge in Belgium and two pipelines to Emden in Germany, of
which Europipe I also has a 12 BCM capacity, while the older StatpipeJNorpipe system has a
name plate maximum capacity of 21.6 BCM at the Emden terminal. Both Zeepipe and
Europipe I are comprised in the Troll/Sleipner project that is still not filly developed. After
the participants in the Troll contract exercised to the fill extent their finaI volume options, it is
now clear that the plateau level of Troll sales will reach 45 BCM by 2005. At least two
additional pipelines are needed to handled total Norwegian gas sales by then. It is already
decided that one line of 12 BCM capacity, called Europipe ~ will be kmded at Emden. France
was recently chosen as landing point for a second line with a 14 BCM design capacity. The
French alternative has long been evaluated agianst a second pipeline to Zeebriigge. Important
for the decision was that contracted gas sales to France and Spain have now reached a
sufficient level to fill the capacity of a new pipeline. The UK decision on landing the
Interconnector at Zeebriigge is a further argument in the same direction.

From production start at the Frigg field in 1978 Norway has also exported gas to UK. This gas”
is transmitted through the Frigg pipeline system of which the British part has a capacity to
carry 11-12 BCM annually. However, the utilisation of the system is already at a very low
level and is further decreasing. The reason is that production under the original Frigg
concession is in sharp decline and the UK government denies any replacement with gas from
other fields to be shipped to UK at the terms agreed in the concession. The dispute on the use
of the pipeline has been at a deadlock for several years and is at the moment blocking further
Norwegian gas sales to the UK. For the time bekg British authorities appear to be well suited
with the situation and it is widely believed that no solution will be found until the
Interconnector is on-line in 1997. In the scenario analysis we anticipate that normal gas trade
conditions between Norway and UK will be re-established by the end of the century.

By 2000 it is also likely that a connection will be created from the Norwegian sector in the
southern North Sea to the Danish natural gas network. Danish gas production is currently
suftlcient to cover the national demand which in 1994 reached 2.75 BCM (BP Gas Review,
1995) and an export of around 1.7 BCM to Sweden and Germany. However, the
acknowledged Danish gas resources are fairly limited and the consumption is expected to
increase substantially both in Denmark, and in the export markets, particularly in Sweden.
Additional supply may thus be needed and Norwegian gas appears to be the most likely
candidate to meet the new demand. The design capacity for a possible new pipeline to the”
Scandinavian market will be strongly influenced by any changes in the Swedish nuclear
energy policy.
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3.4.4 The Maghreb-Europe trunk line.

Plans for the constmction of a pipeline system for natural gas exports from Algeria to
Morocco and Spain have already been developed. The Spanish link will cross the Strait of
Gibraltar and be connected to the existing network at Cordoba. The Europe-Maghreb pipdine
Ltd., a subsidiary of Spanish Enagas, will be responsible for the financing of the estimated $2
Bn project. Of total costs, $700Mi11.is required in Algeri& $lBn. for the Morciccan part and
$300Mi11. for the Spanish link. Completion, originally envisaged for 1996/97 (Euroil, June
1994) is likely to be delayed due to the violent conflict that is going on between Jslamic
fimdamentalists and the government in Algeria.

The primary intention with the pipeline is to supply the gas markets in Morocco and on the
lberian peninsula. But the project has already from the start been evaluated in a wider
European perspective. The possibility of future supply through this line to France and other
European countries has attracted the interest of Gaz de France and Ruhrgas, which are now
involved in the project together with Enagas, Gas de Portugal, Sonatrach and Moroccan
SNPP. The European Union has also expressed strong interest in the construction of the
pipeline, and as much as 40% of total investments may be financed through the European
Bank of Investments.

3.4.5 New pipelines to increase and secure FSU expor&.

The major part of natural gas exports from the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) to
non FSU countries are channek-d through Uzhgorod at the western Ukrainian border. The
total export capacity at W node amounts to 78.8 BCM annually, split with 75 BCM on the
major four pipelines complex which enters the Czech and Slovak republics, and a smaller line,
with a capacity of 3.8 BCM (Stem, 1995 -p. 71), passing into Pokmd at Brest. Poland is also
supplied by another pipeline from Kobrin with a capacity of 7 BCM. In the north a 4 BCM
line carries gas from St. Petersburg to Finland. In the south at Ismail an export line with a
capacity of 20 BCM serves the markets in Romania Bulgaria and Turkey, while another line
may carry up to 4 BCM annually to Hungary and Serbia.

Gazprom, the monopoly Russian transmission and export company, intends to expand export
capacity to European countries from actual level at 115 BCM to 140 BCM in 2000 and further
to 200 BCM in 2010 (Stem, 1995 -p. xvi). In 1994 Russia signed an agreement with Poland
on the construction of a new trunk line for natural gas to Western Europe (Energy Policy
6/1994). The plan is to build two parallel 58” pipelines from Torzhok - near Moscow - via
Belarus and Poland to Berlin in Germany. Fully developed the export lines will have a
capacity of 65.7 BCM annually, with total costs estimated at $6.7 bi11ion24for the distance
from Torzhok to the German borde~. The European Union considers this project to be highly

= Cubic metersused in this subsectionare of the smallerstaadardnormallyusedby FSU. A ‘FSUcubic meter’
is about 6.9 percentsmallerthan a ‘Europeancubicmeter’., M Gazprom(1994),~roekt YmnuL%ropa,cited inJonathanStem (1995),p 24.
x The protocolbetweenRussiaand Polandforeseesflow start in 1996with buildup to 32.3 BCM in 1999,62.7
BClvlin 2005 and 65.7 BCM in 2010. From thesevolumes29.3,38.4 and 50.2 BCM am anticipateddeliveredat
the Germanborder in 1999,2000 and 2003respectively.Source Stem (1995) (whorefers to WorldGus
Intelligence,28 April, 1995) pp. 62 and 71.
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important and has included it on the list of investments that may receive co-financial support
under the PHARE programme.2G

The new export alternative will help Russia to successfully meet several challenges. First, it
expands export capacity to the West European markets, where Russia has ambitious plans to

increase its sales. Second, the project will reduce the unpleasant dependency on single transit
countries. By increasing the number of alternative export routes, Russia improves its
bargaining power towards these countries, and is enabled to take a firmer stand in future
disputes on tariffs and other transit conditions. Third, part of the trunk line capacity may be
used to serve markets along the line. This last outcome is demonstrated by the fact that
Polan~ as part of the agreemen~ is given option to purchase up to 14 BCM of gas annually.

At Torzhok it is more undetermined from which fields the export gas shall be supplied. An
ambitious plan is to take gas from the Yama.1Peninsula in North Russia. This will require new
fields to be developed in hostile and environmentally fragile areas with no existing
infrastructure for gas transportation. Gazprom estimates costs of a complete Yamal solution
with an annual capacity of 83 BCM, to around $32-34 billions~. Some $12 billion is required
to expand existing pipeline capacity from Ukhta to Tonzhok. The xemaining $20-22 billion
will be spent in fairly equal shares on field development and to establish virgin transport
capacity to Ukhta. Several analysts emphasise that the Yamal project, if realised, will
substantially increase FSU unit costs of natural gas extraction and transportation. J.D. Grace.
(OGJ, 13 Feb. 1995) has estimated unit cost of Yamal gas to be from two to six times higher
than costs incurred by further developments in the current gas province in West Siberia (i.e.
Urengoy I & ~ Yamburg I & II and Zapolyamoye). According to Grace, even the offshore
Shtokmanovskoye field in the Barents Sea pments a significantly less expensive alternative.

The cardinal economic key to the future of Yamal gas appears to be the development in
natural gas consumption, in particular the domestic FSU consumption. Should domestic
consumption and gas exports expand rapidly - as projected by Gazprom - an early
development of the Yamal area may be necessary. The likelihood of a such scenario is
however strongly questioned by Jonathan Stem (1995) and his view is supported by the strong
and persistent decline in FSU consumption since 1991. According to Stem there are many
reasons for the decline seen to continue as the process of transformation from plan to market
economy progresses. He does not expect any new growth in domestic Russian gas
consumption till after the turn of the century. His projections for the Russian market indicate
that gas consumption in 2000 will be in the range of 300 to 340 BCM. This is around 100
BCM below Gazprom estimates and even 17 to 5 percent below the actual level (1994).
Furthermore, it is difficult to see how the trend of declining gas consumption shall be avoided
in other major FSU members, like Ukraine and Behtrus.

If the ‘Stem’-scenario is realised there will be no need for Yamal gas before 2010. On the
contrary, a substantial surplus gas supply from already developed gas regions will be available
for export during the next decade. Even if Russian production capacity should run short, an
additional supply of up to 80 BCM can probably more economically be covered through
increased production in Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan or by development of the somewhat

x PHAREis an EU prograrnmeaimedat improvinginfi-astructurein Centraland EasternEurope.Jn co-finance
with loans from internationalfinancialinstitutions,projectssupportedunderthe programmemayreceivea
supportthat covers up to 2S%of investmentcosts.
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less costly Shtokmanovskoye field. Only if total consumption to be served by FSU increases
25 percent compared to the 1994 level, may the Yamal development be needed by 2010.
Although Stem considers thk last scenario to be quite unlikely, he is prudent not to rule out
the Yamal project. He particularly emphasises that Gazprom is strongIy rooted in the former
Soviet plan economy, and still tends to favour ‘mega-projects’. Combined with a strategic
interest in opening a new and exciting petroleum province, this attitude may contribute to a
decision that overrules simple economic considerations. Formal and practical restrictions to
foreign investments in less costly developments may also work in the same diqtion. “

3.4.6 LNG shipments as key to petroleum developments in North Russia?

Several of the vast petroleum fields discovered in north Russia are located offshore or in areas
close to the coasts. Product exports on ships have thus been considered as a possible
alternative to long distance and extremely expensive pipeline developments. Feasibility
studies have indicated that reinforced product tankers with some ice-breaker assistance, may
sail these part year ice covered waters on a regular basis, even as far east as to the Yamal
peninsula (i.e. Kwemer, 1995). Should a sea-bound solution for natural gas exports be chosen,
it will necessitate the development of LNG-facilities and a safe loading harbour.

At the Shtokmanovskoye field, which is a giant gas field located at deep waters (320 meters)
in the Barents Sea north of Kol~ LNG has been considered as one of the possible export
solutions. So far no final decision has been taken. It is generally accepted that foreign
technology and assistance will be needed to develop this field. However, the project
development has been precluded several years by ‘institutional/political problems’, which
basically meant that Gazprom was dissatisfied with its influence in the initial joint venture
arrangement. Subsequent to the Rosshelf-Gazprom consortium having now been awarded the
rights to develop the field, co-operation with the original foreign joint venture partners has
been resumed. Nevertheless, it remains to be seen when the field development will start and
whether a LNG solution will be preferred. If the field is developed for an annual gas
production in the range from 50 to 125 BCM, which is quite likely, the export solution will
almost certainly be a pipeline.

LNG may perhaps appear as a more realistic export alternative for gas from petroleum. - --
provinces further east, in the Kara Sea or at the Yamal Peninsula. A LNG based solution for
Yamal gas production is currently being studied by VNIIGAZ (Gritsenko, Odishario and
Izolov, 1995). The preliminary conclusions, presented at an INSROP symposium, are
optimistic about the competitiveness of LNG towards alternative pipeline solutions. However,
it is not likely that a sea-bound solution will be chosen unless a full scale development of the
gas giants in the Yamal area is postponed till well after 2010. Any major gas development in
the area (50 BCM annually or more) will almost certainly be equipped with a land-based
export solution, and thus probably exclude any parallel sea-wise gas transportation.

LNG may still be an option for transport of associated gas fkom possible oil-field
developments in northern Russia. In this case oil export facilities - possibly comprising an
export harbour - must be included in the developments. Necessary LNG equipment may thus
be attached to the system at significantly lower specific costs than in the case of a pure natural
gas development. Stable gas feed with such a solution may be secured by additional
development of one (or a few minor) gas fields in the area.
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The political problems dated to the organisation of ownership and control in the Shtok-
manovskoye project shoul be carefully noted. The conflict clearly demonstrated that it will be
dit%cult to exclude Gazprom from control in any development that includes significant gas
exports out of the FSU. At the political level Gazprom will easily find suppori for a co-
ordinated gas sales strategy to avoid Russian gas-to-gas competition, at least as long as the
import markets are not deregulated. On the other hand, Gazprom may for several reasons be
interested in a co-operation on a LNG solution for northern gas. One is that it will open a new
export channel and fwther reduce dependency on existing transit countries. Furthermore, it
will present a new point of entrance to the most distant European markets in Belgium, France
and possibly at the Iberian Peninsula.

3.5 Security of supply and risk handling strategies.

In natural gas developments producers as well consumers are exposed to substantial risks. Gas
producers must learn to handle uncertainties in exploration, in resource estimation, in costs of
field and transport system developments, and in assessing the market potential. The typical
gas developments of the somewhat distant producers like Norway and FSU exhibit strong
economies of scale. Such projects normally comprise a complicated structure of large and
expensive field developments and transport systems. The investment decision will thus always
involve a substantial capital exposure.

On the other hand, also gas distributors and consumers expose themselves through
investments in local transportation systems and in gas-adapted equipment. Like the capital
outlays of producas, a large part of consumer investments will be dedicated to gas, and
should the market fail, this capital has a very low alternative value. Hence, even if producers
and consumers oppose each other on the price topic, their destinies are strongly interrelated.
Both have a strong common interest in a stable and predictable gas market: A producer who
abuses market power in the short term, will soon see consumers leave for other suppliers or
alternate fuels, thus undermining its long term gas sales potential. On the other hand, if
purchasers squeeze suppliers too hard, future supply may be threatened by kick of new invest-
ments. The recognition of this mutual dependence has frequently materialised in various risk.
share agreements in the gas sector.

But even if all rational agents in the gas business should recognise the strong common in-
terests of consumers and producers, there will still be room for worries and strategic adap-
tations. Particularly when gas is produced in one country and consumed in another, it is typi-
cal for the importing country to worry about the security of supply. Gas is energy and energy
is a strategic commodity. Jn this perspective economic as well as political consequences of
sudden cutbacks in deliveries will be considered. For convenience we may distinguish four
different kinds of risks each of which should be addressed in somewhat different ways. These
are:

. resource risk

. technical risk

. market risk, and

. political risk.
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The firstcategory - resource risk - refers to the commercially available gas volumes. In
today’s Europe this is not a predominant issue. Vast gas reserves are available, particularly in
the FSU and Northern Afric~ but also as ‘domestic’ gas inside Europe. In a longer perspective
even gas reserves in the Middle East may be connected to the European networks. This topic
is therefore not of much interest within the scope of this study, and is thus not given any
further attention here.

3.5.1 Technicalrisks.

Accidents, such as explosions and blowouts, or unscheduled shutdowns for imminent repair
and maintenance, may cause significant unexpected reductions in the gas supply. This would
be the prototype of events related to technical risk. But the concept maybe broadened to also
cover risks in relation to strikes and similar conflicts of limited duration. A convenient defi-
nition could thus be that technical risks are risks related to all kinds of supplydisrupting
events that take place against the will of national authorities, but which do not threaten the
existing political structure and institutions.

Frequent ‘technical events’ in a production country influence the credibility of the country as
supplier. Purchasers will start to worry about the risks of interruption in deliveries. As a
micro-level consequence, consumers will be inclined to pay a premium for a more secure
energy supply. This may be attained either by selecting another supplier or by choosing an
alternate kind of energy or a dual fuel solution. Such strategies will increase the average cost
of energy. The cost increase wilI be shared between the consumer, who pays a higher energy
price, and the unfortunate producer, who gets a lower return on sales.

At the macro level, both producers and consumers may address technical risks in several
ways. For the producer one way is to minimise supply repercussions of accidents by dividing
activities among several separate production and transport systems. In case of simple
accidents only limited parts of production and supply will then be affected. This will not,
however, help to avoid the problems of a full strike in the natural gas sector. Some countries
have thus created special legal instruments to handle such situations. One example is the
‘Compulsory wage commission’ in Norway, which has frequently been activated to terminate
strikes in the petroleum sector.

In consumer countries the challenges of technical risks maybe met by both technical and con-
tractual measures. One solution is to build redundancy into the network systems. This may for
instance be accomplished by demanding that all supply channels guarantee a certain amount
of spare capacity that can imme&ately be made available in case of failure in another channel.
Storage facilities could alternatively be constructed as an insurance against temporary cut-
backs in supply. Which of the alternatives that is best will be a question of economic as well
as practical considerations.

On the contractual level, the growing integration of the European gas market has significantly
increased the potential for diversifying the source of supply. Such diversification may either
be accomplished by transmission companies or by direct governmental involvement. The
typical, and probably less costly solution, is to diversify the general supply and thereby reduce
the effects of cut backs from a single supplier. An alternative or.a complementary solution is
to contract backup de~iveries from-other suppliers in case of cutbacks from one of the sources.
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This solution may be costly to accomplish for a single consumer country. On the other hand,
the producers should have a common interest in developing mutual agreements among
themselves that guarantee backup deliveries in case of technical problems. Such agreements
will affect the risk structure in a way that positively stimulates the willingness to use, and
willingness to pay for, natural gas.

For transmission companies, the introduction of contracts with breakable deliveries is a viable
measure to reduce own exposure in case of supply shortages27. The purpose of this kind of
contracts is to allow consumers to select between secure deliveries at high cost and more risky
gas supply at a lower price. For consumers who can alternate between various energy sources, -
this may bean attractive alternative. Jn case of supply shortage the differentiated contracts will
provide transmission companies with a priority list for the rationing of the scarce resource.

Technical risk is an appropriate topic in relation to possible LNG supplies from northern
Russia Such shipments would represent a further division of Russian transport alternatives
and thus imply a relative reduction in the possible negative consequences of severe accidents
along the current transport systems. Also in the case of certain strikes and other politically
unauthorised obstructions to supply, a northern gas route would represent an advantage.
However, the regularity of Russian gas deliveries to Europe has so far been very good. On the
other hand, the apparent gradual deterioration in the internal economic situation may result in
a parallel degrtilon in the standard of delivery. In that respect a LNG solution with
substantial foreign technical and commercial support, could be valued by the gas markets. The
crucial question is if the acknowledged risk reduction is sufficiently large to accomplish a
significant increase in European willingness to buy and pay for Russian gas. The answer is not
straightforwar~ but as long as the profound political and economic problems of the Russian
society remain unsolved, it is likely that the general fear of a too strong dependence on
Russian gas supplies will persist in western Europe.

3.5.2 Market risk.

With market risk we here mean the exposure of gas consumers to exploitation by suppliers’
possible application of market power. In this case, the monopolist (or oligopolists) would not
act to a given market price, but also consider the influence of own sales on the gas price.
Offered gas volumes will thus be selected at the level where marginal income from selling an
extra unit equals marginal cost of producing it. As a resul~ traded volumes will be lower and
the price higher than in a free market situation. The monopolist (oligopolists) will collect an
extraordinary profit.

The potential for application of market power depends on the number and relative size of
suppliers in each sub market, and on the price of substitutes. In the European gas markets the
free hand of gas producers is fairly restricted as many customers may easily choose an
alternative source of energy. Thus, in the current situation the market power of external gas
producers should not be a matter of particularly high priority. A mom important topic in
relation to market efficiency, is probably the internal organisation of European gas markets

n This is not only related.totechnicalrisks in supply,but alsoappliesto the challengesrelatedto seasonallyand
climaticallygeneratedvariationsin demand.The introductionof breakablecontractsimprovesthe possible
capacityutilisationof the transmissionsystems.
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and the position of domestic transmission and distribution companies. By combining
exclusive control with the means of transportation and intimate knowledge of customers’
alternative costs, the distributor may be in a position to ‘confiscate’ a large part of the
‘consumer surplus’. This implies a redistribution of income - from purchaser to distributor -
but will never threaten the stability of the natural gas market. On the contrary, it may even be
claimed that this kind of price dkcrimination is important to provide sufficient finance for the
development of transmission lines and networks.

3S.3 Potiticd risk.

The difference between political and technical risk can hardly be defined in a very precise
manner. There is a sliding transition, and what particularly separates the two is that political
risk refers to a more fundamental change in a producer’s willingness or capacity to adhere to
agreed supply obligations. To clarifi the poin~ take strikes as an example: In every
democracy, strikes may legally be used as an instrument to help achieve professional, and to
some extent also political, goals. The exposure to ordinary working disputes in gas
production, can thus conveniently be categorised as technical risk. On the other hand we
would refer it to politicaI risk if the situation in a producing country should change
substantially, so that strikes and other unrest get out of control and challenge the very power
of political authorities.

Today’s situation in Russia as well as Algeria is characterised by political instability. Algeria
● is in a state of civil war and Jslamic fimdamentalists are violently opposing a self-nominated

military government. Several European countries have demonstrated clear support for the
governmental side, but the outcome of the conflict is still unpredictable. The Russian situation
is far from that bad. Basic questions are here more focused on the consequences of a
continued deterioration in the economic conditions. Furthermore, the new political structure
that has evolved during the last years, is still not very well settled and the current landscape of
parties and politicians is difiicult to follow.

130thfor Russia and Algeria there is a significant risk that the future situation may develop to
a point where the administrative capacity to maintain gas deliveries is tli’eatened. In Algeria
we have seen examples of sabotage to the gas networks, but to our knowkdge exports have so
far not been affected. In Russia the risk is more related to the financing of required
maintenance and upgrades in gas production and transportation, as well as to possible labour
conflicts. Should Russian gas exports be constrained for such reasons, there is a chance that

North Siberian LNG shipments could run unaffected. On the other hand, major labour
conflicts elsewhere in the petroleum sector may easily spread to the Northern areas and could
thus affect LNG activities as well.

A pre-condition for European gas importers to accept Insrop LNG as a viable instrument for
diversification of internal political risks in Russi% is that the LNG solution has a risk profile
that is either independent of, or negatively comelated to, that of other supply alternatives. In
this perspective, the strong military concentration at Kola is an issue of special concern. It is
not likely that the northern military units would be insensitive to the development of
widespread unrest and crumbling political authority in the rest of Russia. Since the fall of the
Soviet system, military personel have already suffered a substantial degradation in economic
and social conditions. During the last years there have been signs of a growing determination
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in the northern units to take action in order to promote own interests. Hence, if interest groups
further south chose to hamper pipeline gas exports to Europe, the military would not be blind
to the potentiaI of taking LNG-shipments hostage in a struggle for own positions. In a risk
perspective this potential outcome may tighten the links from the general Russian”
development to the position of a northern LNG solution.

Another interesting topic with regard to political risk is the relations between Russia and
Ukraine. Most Russian gas exports to Europe are currently piped through Ukraine, which
itself is an important customer for Russian gas. Several disputes have occurred between the
two countries; on Ukrainian payments for Russian gas, on the possession of the Crimean
Peninsul% on Ukrainian return of nuclear weapons positioned on its territory, and on the
division of the Black Sea branch of the former Soviet military fleet. At the moment the most
critical disputes on land and military issues are either solved or the conflict level has been
relaxed so that an armed confrontation between the two is unlikely.

With respect to gas, the situation is more complicated. In this field Russia together with other
FSU exporters, have tried to withhold deliveries to Ukraine in order to enforce payment. On
several occasions Ukraine has responded by diverting gas in transit to Europe. The large scale
export pipeline that is currently being constructed through Poland, will considerably reduce
Russian exposure to this kind of intimidation and so would a north Russian LNG solution. On
the other hand, according to Stem (1995), the Ukrainians have been very carefi.d not to reduce
deliveries in periods of particularly cold weather. The reason is obvious. For the development
of its own economy, Ukraine is at least as dependent on good relations with Western Europe.
as are the Russians. Furthermore, Ukraine is itself profiting from the gas sales by the tariffs
accrued on transit. To impose measures that muld weaken the Russian reputation as a reliable
gas supplier is therefore not a particularly good idea. The gas diversions that have taken place
can probably more correctly be ascribed to necessity than to bad will. Thus, except for a
situation of full confrontation, it is not likely that Ukraine will carry out any lasting or critical
disruptions on Russian gas transits.

The ultimate example of political risk is the confrontation scenario. If a high conflict level
should arise between a producer and one or several consumer countries, disruption in gas
deliveries may be used as a weapon. The problem with this strategy is that it would probably
harm the economy of the producer as least as much as it would harm the consumer country.
Exploitation of this kind of power would have long term effects on the relationship of trust
between the partners in the gas market. Any rational government in a producer country would
thus be very reserved about resorting to this option. Even a fundamentalist regime in Algeria
can make good use of incomes from gas exports. Thus, an officially approved withdrawal of
gas deliveries is very unlikely to take place except in situations when war is about to break out
or if a regime should choose to break its trade relations with gas consuming countries on a
more permanent basis. Should such a situation arise between Russia and Europe, a scenario
which currently appears very unlikely to happen, possible LNG shipments would surely be.
handled in the same way as piped gas exports. An Insrop LNG development would thus not
help European gas consumers to differentiate away from this kind of risk.
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4. NON-EUROPEAN NATURAL GAS MARKETS.

Worldwide there exist only three real regional markets where substantial quantities of natural
gas are internationally traded. These are North ArnericA Europe including Former Soviet
Union (FSU) and the Far East. Within each of these regions national gas markets are
interconnected by means of transportation; i.e. pipelines or LNG facilities. More than 85 per-
cent of World gas consumption takes place within these three areas. However, between the
regions connections are very weak, and with a few minor exceptions no gas trade takes @ace
between the re@ons. This is basically due to the high costs involved in transporting gas over
the long distances that separate the markets.

In 1994 total World gas consumption reached 1824 million tons of oil equivalent (Mtoe) (BP
Energy Rev., 1995). Out of this, 44.3 percent was consumed in Europe-FSU, 34 percent in
North America and 7 percent in the Far East regional market. The remaining 15 percent was
national consumption of gas from own resources in countries not connected to the regional
markets. The bulk of this consumption took place in the Middle East in a few South American
countries and in self-supplied countries in Asia.

4.1 North America: old market with a renewed structure.

The North American natural gas market comprises of USA, Canada and Mexico. This is the
oldest of the regional markets and though there have been meanwhile fluctuations, current
consumption is not much different from what it was at the end of the sixties. In 1970 roughly
two thirds of World gas consumption took place in this are% while its share now - due to
growth elsewhere - has dropped to around one third. USA has always been the major con-
sumer in this region and also has the most advanced market structure. In 1994 regional. con-
sumption was split by 86, 10 and 4 percent on USA, Canada and Mexico respectively. The
corresponding country shares in production were 77, 19 and 4 percent.

The US market is of particular interest because of the open access (common cam-age) system
which was introduced” during the last half of the eighties. This American version of the TPA
principle was and still is the most extensive market reform ever applied to a natural gas
market. A first step of liberalisation was already taken in 1978 with the issue of the Natural
Gas Policy Act (NGPA). Until then the natural gas chain had been strongly regtdated all the
way from well head to end user. Responding to a growing worry about a possible supply
shortage, the main content of the NGPA was a partial deregulation of wellhead prices.

In 1985 the reform was taken further” with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) adoption of Order 436. This order instituted open access and nondkriminatory
transportation and aimed at permitting downstream customers to buy gas directly from pro-
ducers and to ship it through existing interstate pipelines. Problems appeared however, par-
ticularly in the handling of <dake-or-pay>>liabilities within the frames of the new pricing
principles for transportation. Also responding to gritics from a Court decision, the FERC in
August 1987 adopted Order 500, which was again revised in 1990. To further eliminate
market deficiencies, the FERC in May 1992 adopted Order 636, called <dhe restructuring
orderw Principal elements are (Hagen, 1994):
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. Unbundling of transport services from sales (i.e. deprive network owners of the possibility
to sell packages of gas, transport, storage etc. without separately pricing each service). The
main purpose is to increase price transparency. Pipeline companies are still allowed to sell
gas, but only through marketing affiliates.

● Open access is extended to include gas storage facilities. This measure aims at achieving
real equaIity in terms of transportation between network owners and third party merchants.

. Third party shippers are permitted to release capacity held in pipelines for shorter or longer
periods through a two-step auction process. The first auction is executed by the capacity
holder and results turned over to pipeline operator. He posts them on <dectronic boards>>,
giving others the opportunity to make a better offer within a stipulated deadline.

. Adoption of a &raight Fixed Variable>> (SFV) rate design as the basic pricing principle for
pipelines (It may be deviated from if both customers and sellers agree otherwise). SFV
rates means that all fixed costs, including return on capital, are allocated to the demand
charge.

By relaxing wellhead price control the lNGPA in 1978 initiated a sharp increase in the price of
natural gas, following the general trend in oil prices. From 1978 to 1984 prices went up from

$0.91/tcf ($0.03ZCM) to $2.781tcf (0.098/CM). During this period gas consumption declined
significantly, except for a temporary recovery in 1984. That was the background for the intro-
duction of open access in 1985. The reform appears to have turned the trend in consumption.
After the bottom was reached in 1986, consumption has risen steadily. In 1994 consumption
was 15.9% above the 1986-level and only 5.5’% beneath the peak level in 1979.

From 1985 to 1987 US natural gas prices dropped sharply, from a level of $2.691tcf to an
average wellhead price of $ 1.69/tcf. The decrease formed part of a general fall in petroleum
prices and it is quite unclear how much of it can be ascribed to the market reform. During
these two years US wholesale oil prices dropped 34% in real values. The following years, till
1990, wellhead gas prices remained fairly stable and then further decreased to $ 1.58/tcf in .
1991. According to energy price indices from IEA (1995) wholesale gas prices recovered in
1992 and 1993, but dropped again in 1994 to below the 1991 level. Retail prices, however,
have improved steadily since 1988.

The persistently low level of natural gas wellhead prices after 1987 has been contradictory to.
the expectations of most analysts in the field. Expectations have only slowly adapted to the
realised market conditions, a fact that is vividly illustrated by the history of revised price pro-
jection shown in Figure 4.1. The downward shifts in price expectations have also substantially
altered the prospects for USA as a future market for ~G shipments, a possibility that
attracted much attention during the eighties. Due to relatively low reported Reserves to
Production (R/P) ratios28 it was generally assumed that the American <<gasbubble>> would
soon burst. Today it is widely believed that the official reserves figures strongly underestimate

z BP 1995issueof StatisticalReviewof WorldEnergyreportsa R/P ratio for NorthAmericaat 12.7.
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Figure 4.1 Downward shifts in US natural gas price projections.

available resources and that the North American natural gas region can be self-supplied with
gas far into the next century. Even though minor quantities of LNG are imported from
Algeri% terminal capacities are far from fully utilised and current market prices and
projections do not indicate that this situation is going to change in the near fhture30.

4.2 Far East Asia: LNG shipments in a high price gas market.
-.

The regional gas market in the Far East is very different from tie North American market.
This is a high price gas market where nearly all gas transportation between countries is carried
out as LNG. Japan is the major consumer in the grid and has also been pioneering the market
development. In 1994 the consumption, which was based completely on LNG, reached 56.8
BCM. The industrial superpower, with its tiny domestic natural resource base, imports most
of its energy consumption and has no domestic gas production. Natural gas imports contribute
to diversifying the energy base and the authorities already in the seventies established
regulations that provided stable long term conditions for the natural gas sector to develop31.
The first imports of LNG were shipped from Alaska in 1970. During the following years
Japanese gas consumption has been increasing at a rapid rate and in 1994 reached 56.8
BCM32. Today the vast bulk of imports come from South East and Austral Asia with Indo-

W Copied fromJ. Kessler,B. Schillo,M. Shelby andA. Haspel:Is naturalgas reallytheanswer?Targeting
naturalgas in USclimatechangemitigationpolicy. EnergyPolicy 1994,vol. 22(7)pp. 623-28.
m A naturalgas price at $1.58 per thousand cubic feet (tfl) equak 5.58 US cents per cubic meter (CM) or $1.48

r
r MWion British thermal unit (Mbtu) or $78 per ton LNG or $33 per CM LNG liquids.
Economic conditions for natuml gas have indwectly been assured through the protection of the national cord

industry. An obligation on power stations and industry to cover a certain percentage of own demand by domestic
high cost coal has contributed to a substantial increase in average coal prices. In addition oil has been virtually
banned as fuel for power generation.
32 Source” BP Review of World Gas 1995. (According to figures the average annual growth rate from 1984 has.
been 4.6 percent)
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nesi~ Malaysi& Brunei and Australia as the major suppliers. The Alaskan deliveries are con-
tinued at a low level and recently also Abu Dhabi in the Middle East has been included on the
list of LNG suppliers.

During the last decade two of the new economic ‘tigers’, South Korea and Taiwan, have also
taken up imports of LNG. South Korea started imports from Indonesia in 1986 and in 1994
the flow had reached 7.9 BCM. Taiwan, which also has a small domestic gas production, took”
up imports in 1990 and in 1994 reached 3 BCM. Close to 65 percent of total World LNG trade
in 1994 took place in this regional market and was landed in the three countries Japan, South
Korea and Taiwan.

The major regional and also world-wide supplier of LNG is Indonesi% which in 1994 ex-
ported 35 BCM natural gas as LNG. This is nearly 40 percent of total world shipments of
LNG. The three other exporters in the region are only surpassed by Algeria (18 BCM). In
1994 Malaysi% Australia and Brunei exported 11,8.5 and 7.7 BCM natural gas as LNG, while
the United Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi) came next with 4.3 BCM.
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GAS TRADE.

The cost structure of LNG systems differs significantly from pipeline transportation and this
difference may be of vitaI importance for the economic ranking of the two rdtematives for a
specific development. One important topic is economies of scale, which is considerably more
predominant in pipeline construction than in LNG. In high pressure pipeline projects the share
of fixed costs will always be high, as the amount of planning, land acquisition and even labour
required, is not directly correlated to the size of the project. Hence, the marginal cost of in-
creasing capacity is low at time of investment. Unit cost will thus fall markedly with
increasing volumes. This does not mean however that economies of scale never occur in LNG
systems33, but the fall in unit cost with increasing volumes will normally not be the same size
as for a pipeline alternative. Thus, even for a project where LNG is the incontestable first
choice for a limited developmen~ the two will come closer if project size is up-scaled, and
with sufficiently high volumes, pipeline may surpass LNG as the preferred alternative.

Another important topic is the costs associated with distance of transportation. Contrary to
pipelines, unit cost in LNG transportation is not strongly correlated to transport distance. The
reason is that a fairly high share of LNG investments are fixed to the land based terminals and
even the shuttle tankers will anyway spend a considerable time in harbours for loading and
unloading. Marginal cost of sustaining transport capacity for an prolonged distance, is thus
substantially lower than the totaI unit distance cost. Consequently the average unit distance
cost will fall markedly with increasing distances and thereby strengthen the competitive
position of LNG for long distance gas transportation.

A third topic to be mentioned is the obvious differences in risks involved. While pipelines are
definitely ‘putty clay’ constructions, LNG developments are far more flexible. In pipeline
transportation the project-specific risks are extremely dominanq and alternative value of
installations may be close to nil if the project fails. For LNG on the other hand there are alter-
natives. If for instance the market fails in one country, shipments maybe redirected to another
destination. Should that not be a viable solution, the vessels may at least be sold or moved to
another LNG chain. Hence the height of fall is lower for LNG than for pipelines and this
difference should in principle be reflected in a lower project-acceptation threshold with regard
to the expected rate of return on investment.

In the subsections below we will briefly review some available information on existing fa-
cilities and costs of LNG projects. But before doing so the pmwding discussion maybe sum-
marised in the following rule of thumb:

. Compared to pipelines the economic viability of LNG decreases with increasing volumes
and increases with prolonged distance and rising project-specific risks.

33 Expansion of an existing LNG facility is substantially less expensive than a ‘green grass’ development, as
existing infrastructure, i.e. harboum etc., may be utilised.
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5.1 LNG installations, costs and contracts.

Table 5.2 and table 5.3 outline the location and size of major existing LNG facilities for
liquefaction and regasification. As the figures clearly demonstrate the bulk of LNG activities
has steadily moved eastwards since 1974. At the start of this period 54 percent of world-wide
LNG deliveries was landed in Europe and 46 percent in Japan. Even though European LNG
imports have multiplied 3.4 times till 1994, the share in total deliveries has dropped to 21
percent. The Far East, where Japan is now accompanied by South Korea and Taiwan, took 77
percent of total LNG deliveries in 1994, resulting from a 14.8 fold multiplication of imports
since 1974. USA, which received the last 2 percent of deliveries in 1994, has not shown any
systematic trend in LNG imports since the early eighties. Imports have moved up and down
and deliveries hit the bottom with a full stop in 1987 and ‘peaked’ at 2.47 BCM and 2.32
BCM in 1990 and 1993. In the late seventies however, USA saw a sharp increase in LNG im-
ports due to exploding gas prices in the domestic market. In 1979 USA imported 7.15 BCM
LNG, nearly equal to the European level.

The BP annual gas publication supplies a review of LNG contracts including volumes and”
prices. Part of it is qeated in table 5.4. From the price figures it is easily understood why the
Far Eastern market is the fastest growing. In 1993 Asian CIF prices ranged from $3.30 to
$3.54 per MMBtu (million British thermal units), while the corresponding European prices
were estimated at $2.56 to $2.78~.

An IEA publication from 1994 gives a useful overview of the topics involved in natural gas
transportation (IEA 1994b). The cost distribution in the LNG-chain is illustrated with art
example from Belgium 1992, which is referred in table 5.1. The book also supplies some
rough figures for typical investment costs in liquefaction and regasification facilities. It is
emphasised that construction costs may differ widely depending on variations in physical
environment, cost of land, environmental and safety regulations and labour costs. As the .

market for LNG facilities and liquefaction plants in particular, is very specialised and

Percentof Percentof

Table 5.1 Cost distribution in the LNG chain, Belgium 1992.

~ Price figures for 1994 are not directly comparable as BP no longer estimates CIF prices for Europe.
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low-volume, costs are also strongly influenced by the actual occupation of the relatively few
competent contractors. Another extremely important topic in cost is whether investments are
related to a ‘green grass’ installation or to an additional unit in an existing plant. In the latter
case costs of harbour and storage developments maybe saved or substantially reduced. -

With all these reservations typical costs of a liquefaction plant are indicated at:

. ‘Green grass’ plant with 2 units and 5 BCM annual capacity: US$ 1.4-2 billion

. Construction of 2 additional units: US$ 0.6-1 billion
● Annual operating and maintenance costs, ex. fiel, are in the region of 4% of investments.
. Fuel cost depends on gas price. About 12% of total gas intake is consumed by the plant.

Reported cost estimates for regasification plants are more confusing. The majority of sources
(World Bank, Cedigaz, Total and Bimbaum Energy Research Associates) estimate costs of a
plant with 5-5.5 BCM capacity at US$400-700 million. However Gaz de France deviates
significantly with a cost estimate at US$ 250-500 million for an annual capacity in the range
of 5-10 BCM. The IEA publication indicates that annual operating costs will represent some
2:5% of capital investment. Gas consumption in the plant may go up to 1% of incoming gas.

In another INSROP project, Kwemer Masa Yard has estimated costs of a Yarnal LNG de-
velopment with an annual capacity of 9.9 million cubic meters (Backlund, 1995). In
calculations are assumed 20 years lifetime for all facilities and 6.5 percent interest rent on
capital investments. Separate figures are developed for LNG plan~ storage and export
facilities and transportation. Estimated costs per unit handled at full lifetime capacity
utilisation are:

●

●

●

●

LNG-plant ($1.4 billion -2 units, 2.6 Mtoe each) $ 11.4/ m3LNG= $0.51 /MMBtu
Storage and harbour ($710/ m3LNG capacity) $7.8 / m3 LNG = $0.35/ MMBtu
Sea transport $10.3 /m3 LNG = $0.46/ MMBtu
TOTAL $29.5 / m3 LNG = $1.32 /MMBtu

Considering the current structure of the European LNG marke~ a new supplier must expect
hard competition from established Algerian exports. In this situation it is rather optimistic to
assume full capacity utilisation of all facilities from day one. With regard to the relatively high
risks involved in a Yarnal project, particularly in land-based installations, a 6.5 percent
interest rate aIso appears to be a very low estimate for project-related capital costs.

5.2 LNG shipments.

By the end of 1994 the world-wide LNG fleet comprised 85 ships and according to BP
another 22 vessels were under construction or planned (BP Gas Review, 1995). Total fleet
capacity was around 9 million cubic meters. The bulk of the fleet - 55% of ships and 62?4 of
capacity - was built during the decade from 1975 to 1984. About 10.5% of capacity (17 ships)
is older than 20 years and consists of vessels that are substantially smaller than the newer part
of the fleet. Average size of the 68 ships built after 1974 is around 117500 cubic meters. The
average for the planned newbuildings is reported at 121386 cubic meters.
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The leading construction technology is the Moss Rosenberg spherical system which is used
for 42 ships and 56% of the capacity. The dominance is particularly strong in the newer part of
the fleet. From a total of 16 ships built in 1990 or later, 11 ships with 75% of the capacity
increase belonged to the Moss Rosenberg type. In the group of planned vessels, 17 out of 22
are of this kind.

According to BP, most European LNG contracts are agreed on fob (free on board) conditions.
The three major importers, Belgium, France and Spain, together with Italy, shall have nego-
tiated a common fob price with Algeria. Unfortunately the summary of LNG contracts in BP
(table 5.4 ) does not give separate information on costs of transportation. However, from 1994-
to 1995 BP shifted from CIF to fob price reporting for the European contracts, By comparing
the two issues of the review it is thus possible to deduct estimated freight and insurance costs
for the 1993 shipments. These estimates range from $0.20 to $0.42 per MMBtu - the first
figure referring to Algerian LNG shipments to Spain and the latter to deliveries to France35.

EXPORTERS
Africa and Middle East

Arzew, Algeria
Skikd% Algeria
Marsa El Breg% Libya
Das Islas, Abu Dhabi - UAE

unitedstates
Kenti, Alaska

Asia and Austral-Asia
Bhmg Lancang, Indontxia
Bontang, Indonesia
Bintulu, Malaysia
LumuL Brunei
Whhnell Bay, Australia

IAquefaetion
Irsdns

15
6
4
3

2

6
6
3
5
3

Expel

1974

2.93

2.52

I,22

3.36

:(per country)- BCM
1984 1994

1
12.15

1.11
2.82

1.37

18.90

4.71
7.40

18.17

1.48
4.25

1.57

35.09

10.45
7.72

Source: BP Review of World Gas 1995

Table 5.2 Major LNG export terminals.

35 These cost estimates for insurance and freight translate to $4.47 to $9.39 per cubic meter LNG or $10.54 to
$22.13 per ton LNG or $7.54 to $15.83 per thousand cubic meters natural gas.
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Capaaty Imports (per country)- BCM
IMPORTERS (mill.m3NG/day) 1974 1984 1994

Cove PoinL 32.00

Nla and Austral-tila
Young-An, Taiwan 6.00 3.00

Peyong-TaeL South Korea 41.00 7.90

Japan (A total of 13 terminals ranging from 426.55 4.58 34.74 56.80

1.20 to 100.50 m3NG capaci /da
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Source BP Review of World Gas 1994 and 1995
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Table 5.3 Major LNG import terminals.
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0.60
3.80
0.70
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2.804)
0.76

0.55-0.96
3.3-
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1994

2.81
0.06
5.49

0.10
0.03
3.33
1.04
0.38
0.28

‘13;52

1.15
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1994

3.93

7.67

0.14

4.65
1.45
0.53
0.39
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lYMMBtu

1.97
nla

1.97

1.97
1.97
1.97
2.13
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$/1000m3NG~)

74.27
nla

74.27

74.27
74.27
74.27.
80.30
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4-20+ I 44.38 42.06 53,03 3.17 125.36
2-20 5.82 5.93 3.09 126.43 .

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

10)

11)

12)

Conversion factor is referred to natural gas with en energy content of 1 MMbtu per 28 m3 gas.
France, Belgium, Spain and Italy pay a common fob price for Algerian LNG.
Swap deal between Enagas (Spain) and Distrigas Belgium for the Belgian pant of Australian gas.
Contract revised in 1985 to plateau at 2.8 Mtpa. Volumes will not be downgraded by agreement to take
Algerian pipeline gas in 1996/97.
Contract based on a cif price.
Distrigas of Boston, Amendment 3 (which dates from December, 1988) of long standing contrac~ variable
volume (0.55-0.96 Mtpa)
Trunk-line LNG, Lake Charles, Louisiana. Resumed in December 1989.
Japanese price and delivered volumes origins from Japan Finance Ministry. Others are estimates from Gas
Matters. In 1994 Japanese LNG imports came from Alaska (2.7%), Abu Dhabi (7.5%), Australia (14.2%),
Brunei (13%), Malaysia (18.7%) and Indonesia (43.9%). Most contracts are agreed for 20 years. Reported
1994 prices ranged from $3.04 (Alaska) to $3.2S (Indonesia) per MMBtu
South Korean imports also comprise some LNG from Malaysia (0.29Mt) and Brunei (0.27Mt)

Source BP Review of World Gas 1995

Table 5.4 Annual LNG quantities and prices.
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6. LNG FROM NORTHERN RUSSIA A SCENARIO ANALYSIS.

This section evaluates possible future LNG deliveries from the northern coasts of Russia
within the framework of a scenario analysis. The work is carried out on GAS, which is a
model specifically developed at the SNF for analysis of the West European natural gas
markets. The model is designed to allow users to create a structural system of interconnected
producers and market regions. To each producer may be connected several gas production
fields with separately defined cost fimctions. Each of the market regions is characterised by a
set of demand fimctions for 5 different sectors. Defined channels for gas shipments between
producers and market regions are constrained by transport capacities. These channels maybe
LNG facilities or pipelines, but in any case the shipper must pay a fixed unit tariff that is set
separately for each transport segment. A solving routine attached to the model looks for a
general equilibrium solution that can satis~ all the system specifications set up by the user
(Mathisen, 1984& 1985, Fuglseth & Mathisen, 1986).

The line of action for the analysis is such that we have first developed a set of basic assump-
tions for the evolution of European natural gas markets till 2005. These assumptions apply to
demand composition and growth in each sub-marke~ production capacities and costs, changes
to network structure and capacities as well as the behaviour of producers (i.e. price taker or
execution of market power) and consumers (i.e. import quotas). Predictions for a Base Case
Scenario (BASE) with no ‘Insrop’ LNG supplier, are then developed for the years 2000 and
2005.

After including the ‘Insrop’ supplier, simulations are repeated and the resulting predictions are
compared to the BASE scenario. Two alternate scenarios for ‘Jnsrop’ supply are considered.
Both start with a 10 BCM capacity in 2000 and assume that all deliveries will be landed in
Northern parts of Europe (i.e. north of Spain). The first alternative anticipates that the 10
BCM capacity is continued till 2005 (Small Insrop scenario - SMALL). The second alternative
evaluates the consequences of a fhther expansion to 30 BCM capacity in 2005 (Large Insrop
scenario - LARGE).

6.1 Basic assumptions and the Base Case Scenario.

Our simplified picture of the actual European gas reality is composed of 13 market regions
and has 5 specifically defined producers. The market regions partly reflect single countries
and partly refer to aggregated groups of neighboring countries. For Germany we have made
an exception and divided the country into two separate regions, i.e. a western and an eastern
market region. Our basic producers are UK, Holland, Norway, Algeria and Russia. However,
when we model the possible introduction of a North Russian LNG supplier, we have chosen
to do this by adding a new producer, which we have named ‘Insrop’. This implies that the
LNG deliveries are handled separately from other Russian gas production.

Parameters for sector-specific demand within the market regions, are estimated from available
data on prices and volumes according to a calibration procedure outlined in Thonstad (1987).
The current model version is calibrated with data which originates mainly from 1992.
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The following four subsections outline our basic assumptions regarding the selected market
regions, the network structure and the growth p&spectives. We will also briefly address some
particular challenges to the application of a market approach on European natural gas trade,
and describe our attempts to handle them. The fifth subsection reports results from the BASE
scenario simulations.

6.1.1 Market regions and producers.

Six market regions are defined in accordance with national territories: Austria France, Italy,
Netherlands, Poland and UK3G.Of these Netherlands and UK are also included among the five
major suppliers. Five market regions consist of more than one country. Three of these are
formed by simply grouping together neighboring countries with interconnected natural gas
systems: Belgium and Luxembourg, Czech and Slovak Rep., Spain and Portuga137.The two
remaining market regions which also comprise several countries, are somewhat more
complicated constructions.

The Scandinavian market region consists of Denmark, Finland and Sweden. Norway is not
included on the lis~ partly because domestic consumption is - and probably will remain - very
limited. Moreover it is unlikely that networks will ever develop in a manner that makes
Norwegian consumption a natural part of a common integrated Nordic gas market. Also for
the rest of Scandinavia it is problematic to speak of a common gas market. The Danish and.
Swedish gas markets are integrated and both supplied from Denmark. Finland on the other
hand, is not yet connected to this network and all gas is supplied from FSU. A pipeline
connection between Finland and Sweden may however be realised within the scope of this
study. Anyway, the bundling of the three Nordic countries is convenient to maintain simplicity
of the model.

The Central and South Europe market segment is created on the basis of geographical location
and in many respects serves as a residual group - ‘the rest of non-FSU Europe’. It consists of
Albani& Bulgaria, Former Yugoslavi% Hungary, Romania and Turkey. Relations between the
individual national gas markets in the segment are occasional and fragmentary. Albania is the
only country which is self-supplied with gas, but the national consumption is very low. All the
other countries are net importers and the vast majority of the gas purchases are floated in by
pipeline from Russia. A part of Former Yugoslavia has for several years imported small
amounts of Algerian gas by pipeline via Italy, and last year also Turkey started a modest
import of LNG from Algeria. Three countries in the region have a significant domestic gas
production. This is in particular Romania, which in 1994 covered around 80 percent of a total
national gas supply that slightly surpassed 21 BCM (BP Gas Review 1995). Hungary is the
second biggest producer with a reported 1994 production of around 4.3 BCM, while Former
Yugoslavia comes next with 2.7 BCM.

36 The Irish market is not specifically identified in this version of the GAS model. This is due to its limited siz
and rather isolated and self-contained position. Alternatively it may be interpreted as part of the UK marke~ to
which it is connected by a subsea pipeline.
37 Portugal has not yet become a natural gas user, but when it does it will probably be supplied through the
Spanish network - perhaps in combination with imports of LNG.
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BP Review of World Gas 1995
Notes:

1) Joint figures for the German and Swiss maricets adjusted for trade between the two countries.
2) Only BP figures for non-OECD members.
3) IEA/BP refers to IEA figures for OECD members and BP data other countries.

uction for the market area (includti~d)

Table 6.1 Natural gas balances for the market regions.

Germany is given special attention in the model. National gas demand is here split between
two separate market regions - one for the western part and one for former DDR. The division
is partly due to the fact that Germany is the major consumer of natural gas in Europe and
hence plays a crucial role in the overall gas trade, particularly in central and northern areas.
Equally important are the historical links to the near past. Until the country was reunified in
1990, the two parts had developed for 45 years under widely different economic regimes.
Even though the integration of former DDR has been accelerated through radical market
reforms and vast funding programs, substantial differences still remain. These factors will
certainly induce significant variations between the two parts with regard to the development in
natural gas consumption.

Figure 6.1 gives a schematic overview of the selected geographical model structure. Table 6.1
summarises recent natural gas consumption and production figures aggregated for each of the
selected market regions. Parallel data from IEA and BP are displayed for OECD members,
while figures on former East European countries are solely derived from BP. Unfortunately,
also BP has now ceased to provide separate information on the two parts of Germany, and
hence data shown in the table represent the whole country. For countries covered by IEA, the
table includes trade data but this information is not detailed on trade partners. Such infor-
mation is provided by BP, and a summary is given in Table 2.3 above.
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Production regions: PNO Norway
PUK UK
PRU Russia

Market regions: MSC
MUK

MBE
MCZ
MSP

MCS

Scandinavia

Holland
Belgium/Luxembourg
Czech. & Slovak Rep.
Spain
UK
Central Southern Europe

PAL Algeria
PHL Holland
PIN ‘Insrop’

MGE Eastern Germany
MGW Western Germany
MPO Poland
MFR France
MAU Austria
MGW Western Germany
MIT Italy

Figure 6.1 Geographical model structure.
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As is easily observed from the table, BP and IEA figures differ substantially on several
countries. The problem is particularly pronounced for some of the major continental gas
consumers. For Holland the IEA productiori figure is 34 percent higher than the corresponding
BP figure, while reported consumption deviates about 30 percent. Deviations in data for
Germany are about the same size. Contrary to BP the IEA keeps a balance of in and outflows
of gas and thereby secures that data are internally consistent. In BP figures the net supply and
use figures may differ widely. In 1994 BP data on Germany net supply (domestic production+
imports - exports) is reported at 77.4 BCM, while consumption is stated at 67.9 BCM. This
leaves us with a 12 percent disparity that can only to a small degree be attributed to changes in
stock levels. Such obvious inconsistencies between (and also within) data from commonly
cited sources raises serious questions about the quality of information and thus creates
problems for the testing of market models.

The 5 producers in the BASE case &e the 5 major suppliers of gas to the European markeq
FSU, Holland, m Norway and Algeria. Some of the other European countries also have a
substantial domestic gas production, but this production is not treated in the same explicit way
in the model. It is registenxl as ‘negative demand’ and is distributed to the estimated demand
from national market segments, before any imports take place. The simplification is justified
by the fact that only very limited amounts of such gas are internationally traded.

6.1.2 Pipeline and terminal capacities.

In ContinentalEurope transmission capacities are continuously upgraded to handle increasing
volumes and geographical extensions to the gas markets. If we take Germany as an example,
such developments currently comprise the ongoing construction of the NETRA and MIDAL
pipelines. Recently a connection has also been opened between France and the Spanish
market. The complexity of the network structure is constantly increasing and it would be
meaningless to try and make a full record of all the alternative transport routes and delivery
capacities. In the scenario model the connections between European sub-markets are thus
represented by a schematic and extremely simplifkd picture. The upgrading of capacities in
this area will in most cases be subject to judgments by the model user without any clear
reference to physical installations. As a guideline for our modifications, we have assumed that
‘internal’ networks are suff~ciently upgraded to reflect enhancements made to ‘external’
supply capacities.

The ‘external’ supply channels are dealt with in further detail. Particularly the transportation
systems that carry gas from Norway, FSU, Algeria and a possible additional supplier, are more
directly represented by the physical installations. The rationale behind this is that new
developments in such capacities will normally require vast investment programs, and up-
grades will be made stepwise. Table 6.2 depicts the ‘external’ capacity assumptions used in
the BASE scenario and the subsequent scenarios with an additional LNG supplier.
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Russia
via Ukraine

to Czech& Slovak Rep.
to Poland
to Central South Europe

via St. Petersburg
to Scandinavia

via Belarus
to Poland

UK Interconnector
UKtoBelgium (& field con.)
Belgium to UK

Norway
Norpipeto Germany
Friggtransportto UK
Zee@pe I to Belgium
Europipe I to Germany
Frapipe to France
Europipe II to Germany
Scanpipe to Scandinavia

Algeria
Trammed to Italy
Magreb-Europe to Spain
LNG capacity

Totalsupply capacity (ex. UK):
Base case
Insrop I (SMALL)
Insrop II (LARGE)

LNG iUlpOIt terxninds 1)

Belgium
UK
Germany

Changeswith Insrop
SMALLscenario

LNG Germany
LARGE scenario

LNG Belgium
LNG Germany
LNG FrarIce Biscay

K
106.2
96.0

,70.0
3.5

22.5

3.7

6.5

.8

36.5
21.5
3.0

12.0

34.0
14.0

20.0

176.7

mr
-imi

99.0
75.0
3.5

25.0

4.5

35.0

21.0
10.0
70.5
21.5
11.0
12.0
12.0
12.0

2.0

62.0
19.0
13.a
30.0

270.5
Io.c
10.0

5.C
1.5

~

8.7
‘..>,ij-;~
‘J”:lo~

‘3;1
4j

4.(

5.(
4.(
8.?

TiiTr
TIii

109.0
80.0

3.5
25.0

5.0

65.0

21.0
10.0
85.0
21.0
11.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
5.0

70.0
20.0
15.0
35.0

334.0
10.0
30.a

5.0
1.5

~

8.7
‘;.’....6J
:’.+10$
;: ,$J

:;~~
.+:

6.(

10.(
12.(
10.[

Xmunents

Current main entrance to Western Europe

Separate pipelines to Hungary and Romania
The Rornanian line continues to Turkey.
i.e. to Fidand

. Connected to Statpipe

.1995 capacity utilisation constrained by
UK authorities. Assumed solution by 2000

. Flow start at end 1995

. Frapipe assumed to be prefemd to the
alternative Zeepipe II solution

.19 BCM contracted from 1996

. Flow start planned at 1996/97. Likely delays

. Included Liberian and other African LNG

-Plans for Emshaven and W]lhelmshaven

- Assumwi as captive Insrop terminal.

- Captive Insrop terminal

Notes:
~ ified da ca acities in BP Review of World Gas, 1994

Table 6.2 Assumed natural gas supply capacities to Europe.
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6.1S Cost aSSUMptiOllS.

Table 6.3 depicts the cost assumptions related to LNG in the scenario analysis. For Insrop the
cost figures on liquefaction, storage and transportation are deducted from Backlund et. al.
(Jrwrop, 1995). The original figms are scaled up by a factor of 1.2 to
gradual build up of lifted volumes as well as project specific risks and
Backlund project transport tariffs are referred to Rotterdam. We have
price for deliveries to Germany. Prices to the other landing points are
rough estimates for the costs of the extra distances sailed.

account for a likely
capital costs. In the
used the Rotterdam
deducted by adding

Algerian LNG costs are deducted from an IEA publication on natural gas transpor@on
(1994). Figures given in that report refer to shipments to Belgium and are fairly rough esti-
mates. Tariffs to other landing points are calculated by approximate reductions for shorter
sailing dkmces.

Costs of landing terminal, regasification and connection to the gas networks are also deducted
from the IEA report. It is set to 30 percent of the combined costs reported for transport, insur-
ance and regasification in Belgium.

bsro~

S~pment / MinimumCIF cost
to Germany
to Belgium
to UK
to France

Algeria

Shipment1MinimumCIFcost
to Spain
to Italy
to FranceMediterranean
toCentralSouthEurope
toFranceBkcay
tom
toBelgium

Landing terminal1

Table 6.3 Cost assumption for LNG handling.
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In the scenario analysis pipeline transmission costs are set by the model user as a specific unit
tariff for each single pipe segment. Hence, in a specific segment the cost per unit of gas
transmitted will be the same for every producer and regardless of the size of the transported
volume. Whenever capacity constraints become effective, the available capacity is rationed
among possible users (producers) according to a calculated shadow price (alternate value /
potential loss of being shut out). .

Production costs are calculated on field level and each gas producer may control several gas
fields with different cost properties. Still, it will normally be most convenient to work with
aggregates and not try to copy real physical production structures. In simulations a simple
marginal cost function assures that cost per additional unit produced increases asymptotically
with production. The model user controls three parameters to define and modify the cost
properties. The first parameter is easily interpreted as maximum field production capacity.
The second parameter decides the level of marginal cost when production is one unit away
from full capacity utilisation. The third parameter modifies the gradient of the cost curve and
is normally selected so that marginal cost remains fairly constant until production approaches
the capacity limit and then rises sharply. Whenever several fields are attached to a single
producer, the model will always apportion production among fields in order to minimise total
costs.

In a survey of published European natural gas cost estimates, Dal-dand Gjelsvik (1993) clearly
document the difilculties related to the estimation of “correct” cost figures. Shortage of
primary data on contract prices and production costs adds to the problems of allocating costs
across products, as gas very often is a joint product with oil and natural gas liquids. Due to
deviations in the level of reporting, Dahl and Gjelsvik also experienced problems in
comparing costs across studies, and furthermom, the variations between data which should be
comparable were often very high.
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Figure 6.2 Average city gate unit costs (ref. scenario SMALL20 - see chapter 6.3).
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The crucial cost figure in a market model, is the reservation price of sellers. h the very short
term this price will primarily depend on variable costs, while in a longer perspective also fixed
costs must be fully covered. In a medium to long term analysis, like the one conducted here,
one has to decide to which degree capital costs shall be included. Thus, the estimation of cost
figures will obviously be subject to considerable judgments by the model user. In Figure 6.2
the effeets of cost and capacity assumptions applied in the subsequent analysis, are illustrated
with referenee to a speeific seenario38.The underlying figures are calculated by dividing
model estimates for total transport and production costs into total gas sales for Each producer.
Thus, what is stated is the average unit costs accrued in the process to produce and deliver gas
at city gate. ‘

6.1.4 Producerbehaviour and marketstructure.

GAS allows the model user to select among three different kinds of strategic market behaviour
for the producers. The alternatives, which may be set separately for each producer in every
market segmen~ are price taking, collusion and Nash-Cournot equilibrium. In the subsequent
analysis the Nash-Coumot alternative is used with a few exceptions. In the newly deregulated
UK market all producers are assumed to be price takers. In Hollan4 domestic production is
defined as price taker, while all other suppliers are assumed to adapt according to the Nash-
Coumot conditions.

The reason to choose Nash-Coumot as the preferred strategic behaviour, is that this alternative
appears to give the best fit to the gas market situation currently observed in Europe. Both
collusion and price taking would infer producm to concentmte gas sales. This is not what
happens. Norway sells gas to France and Germany and so does Russia. Norway has also
accorded deliveries to Spain and is negotiating gas sales both to ItaIy and to several East
European countries. In the latter case Russian cost advantages should be sufficient to exclude
Norwegian gas sales on competitive terms. In Italy and Spain, Norway should have severe
problems to compete with Algeri% who conveys LNG as far north as Belgium. The Nash-
Coumot behaviour is the only one of the available strategic market behaviors that allows the
observed differentiation of supply to take place withht the model.

6.1.5 Growth parameters used in projections.

Simulation of demand growth in the GAS model rests on two fundaments. One is a set of
segment-specific demand parameters defined separately for each of the market regions. These
parameters are prepared from available historic data on prices and volumes by the help of a
specifically designed calibration procedure39. Normally the user will not modify any of these
parameters during simulations. A new calibration of these parameters has not been possible
within the limits of this study. The parameters used in the analysis are thus basically generated
from 1992 data on sector demand.

36 SMALL20 refers to a scenario with 10 BCM of North Russian LNG shiped to the European markets in 2005.
39 The frames of this project have not permitted a renewed calibration of the model. Current parameters are thus
based on figures dating back to 1992/93. (For fiuther detailson the eklibration procedure, see Thonstad (1987)).
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The other fundarnent is a set of growth parameters that must be specified by the model user.
These estimates are set separately for each market region and comprise annual growth rates
for gross national product, for the number of households with gas heating, and for the use of
gas in electricity production. Table 6.4 outlines the growth estimates used in subsequent
model calculations.

6.1.6 Reference price for substitutes.

Possible substitutes to gas are handled in a very simplistic manner by the GAS model. The
whole spectrum of available energy sources is represented by only two kinds of fiel oil; light
(1% sulphur) and heavy (3.5% sulphur). The idea is that these are predominant competitors to
gas and hence the quality of the model is not necessarily improved by involving further
details. The two fuel oils are traded internationally in large volumes and prices adjust
currently to changes in market conditions of other fiels and energy sources.

Fuel oil prices for the model calculations are given with reference to bulk barges, fob
Rotterdam. Basic per ton prices used in subsequent simulations are USD 65 for heavy and
USD 85 for light he] oil. These price levels are considerably lower than the prices recently
observed in the markets. With refenmce to Platt’s OiQrarn Price Report, OPEC Bulletin
reported that prices for July 1995 were at USD 102 and 87 for the two fuel oils.

Scandinavia
UK
Holland

!?bbnanymst -;:.-’:
:$j$qsii-k’.~”” “ “.,.

!W!wd:.”+ z
Czech. & Slovak.

C.S. Europe
Itrdy
Spain & Portugal
Notes:

GNP
90 incr.

1) 8.0
2.2
1.9

. ..”
.>.? ‘:X
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.“ ‘:;.:3.0

:“’” 35
.. ‘ 2.1’
‘ 3.5
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~oincr.
1
) 8.0

1.0
0.3
1.0

;~y$xg.:..:. ~,0$
[:;:*::.:7 ;~-’+:.,;<>.,.,-’1;5
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2) 50.0
15.0

1.0
10.0

2001-2005
GNP I Households I El. prod.

m
3.2

II
2)20.0 2.0

2.8 10.0 3.0
2.3 1.0 7.0
2.6 I 7.0 I 10.0

1) Sector demand parameters are calibrated from data on Demnark and Sweden while the Nordic
model region is later extended to include Fhdand. Extreme growth rates are thus used to create
what is believed to be a more realistic picture of fiture gas demand in this region.

2) Calibration of demand parameters for former East-bloc countries is difficult due to lack of
reliable data and also because of the ongoing market rcforrns. H]gh estimates for growth in

households are meant to compnsate for unrealistically low ‘start’ values.

Table 6.4 Growth estimates for the scenario analysis.
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A reason for selecting lower than curnmt prices, is that the price difference between highly
refined and semi-refined oil products has been particularly small during 1994 and 1995. This
situation may be due largely to an extraordinary demand for fuel oils in industry and sea
transportation in a period of high economic activity. Even though there may be signs of
enduring structural problems in the European refinery industry, it is likely that price
differences will again increase when the economic trend turns downward.

6.1.7 Someparti@ar challenges to the modelling.

A scenario model like GAS, will never provide a complete and true picture of a complicated
structure like the European natural gas market. The model can best be understood as a simple
remedy to organise certain parts of available market information. This fact implies that model
results should be used with caution. The calculations rest on a series of assumptions and
simplifications that may critically influence the results presented below. Some topics deserve
specific attention in this respecc

●

●

GAS assumes third party access (TPA). This implies that all producers are given access to
topical pipdine segments on equal conditions with regard to transport tariffs and the
sharing of scarce capacity. This is not a correct description of the current situation. In most
European countries the transmission companies own and control the pipelines. These
companies are normally in a position to execise a high degree of control over TPA for own
pipelines and may also differentiate tariffs among users. The TPA assumption thus implies
a more efficient solution than the one that will be realised under current conditions. As a
result the scenario model tends to overestimate capacity utilisation and thus indirectly the
consumption of gas.

There are several reasons though, which may justify the assumption of TPA for the
scenario analysis. One is the practical advantages of maintaining a simple model structure.
This applies both to the computational challenges and to the collection of adequate data. It
would be extremely expensive and difflcuh (not to say impossible) to accomplish
satisfactory data on tariffs, capacity utilisation and other important aspects in relation to the
use of each single network segment. Even with success in these matters, we have no
guarantee that accurate data of the current situation would give a better approximation than
TPA to the market reality 5 to 10 years ahead.

Current trends of liberalisation in European energy markets and the initiatives of the
European Union (e.g. the preparation of the energy directive), indicate a sliding
development in the dkction of TPA. Even if EU should not succeed in creating
appropriate common legal structure in these matters, solutions for network utilisation too
far removed from TPA will probably not be sustainable. Such solutions will most likely be
attacked either from the development of parallel pipeline systems, or by the introduction of
TPA in legal terms. Thus the TPA assumption may provide us with abetter approximation
to the future network reality than to the situation of today.

GAS calculates a market solution. Hence there are no easy ways to explicitly include
actually contracted gas sales. This may be considered as a substantial weakness of the
model as we know that current European gas markets are typically characterised by long
term contracts. To take Norway as an example, the country has already agreed large and
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long term gas sales contracts with most of the countries that we of particular interest in
relation to an Insrop development. A likely consequence of ignoring these contracts is that
GAS whould tend to overestimate the potential markets available to a new producer.

On the other hand, European energy markets may be moving in the direction of gradual
integration and liberalisation. UK has already introduced the TPA principle and the former
regulations on domestic gas trade - including the British Gas monopoly - have been rapidly
demolished. Within a perspective of 10 to 20 years, existing contracts on gas sales for the
rest of Europe will also pass through several rounds of negotiations. As far as production
capacities admit, a typical aim in such negotiations will be to at least maintain the
established gas volumes. To accomplish thz gas prices will have to respond to market
realities at the actual point in time. The threat of newcomers and the cost of substitutes will
thus lay an important part of the framework for prices also in the long term supply
contracts. As to total supply and consumption, existing contracts will thus not necessarily
lead us too far away from the market solution. However, accorded contracts and
established supplier-wholesaler relations, will necessarily complicate the market entry for
new producers. Furthermore, possible market reforms may have modified the situation
substantially by the end of the period in scope (i.e. by 2005).
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6.2 Basics of the BASE scenario.

Principal results of our base case simulations are reported in figure 6.3, figure 6.5 and figure
6.4 bdow. As may be seen from figme 6.3, the model assumes total European gas consump-
tion to grow by 23.1 per cent from 1994 to 2000 and a further 10.5 per cent over the next 5
years. This implies average annual growth rates of respectively 3.5 and 2 per cent for the two
periods. The high growth rate prdcted for the first 5 years is due particularly to a series of
new pipelines planned or under construction, and which will be operative by the turn of the
century.

Looking back at historic tit% an annual growth rate at 3.5 percent is significantly higher than
the growth rates experienced during the eighties. According to figures from BP, the average
annual growth rate in European gas consumption from 1984 till 1994 was 2.2 percent.

Compared to estimates presented by other analysts our predictions fit fairly well for Europe as
a whole, but tend to be skewed in favour of West European gas consumption. Table 2.1 shows
the BASE case projections together with estimates given by Cedigaz (Paris, 1994)4.

gas volumes in BCM

Cedigaz projections)
for 2000
for 2010

BASE scenario projections
for 2000
for 2005

OECD Europe

380- 4U0
440-470

411
452

Central &
East Europe Total

80-90 460-490
110-125 550-595

72 483
83 535

Table 65 BASE case estimates compared to Cedigaz projections.

6.2.1 Regional consumption.

For Western Europe the BASE scenario predicts a particularly rapid growth in gas consump-
tion for the peripheral areas in Scandinavia and on the Iberian Peninsula. These regional
markets are both among the most newly developed in Europe and the potential for further gas
utilisation is still large. The partitioned market development in the Nordic countries was
recently supported by an agreement on forrndised co-operation between Gazprom and the
Finnish industrial giant, Neste. For the Danish-Swedish branch the state-owned Danish gas
utility company has contracted an annual gas supply of 7.4 BCM by the year 2000. According
to recent estimates the company now expects demand to exceed that level by some 2 BCM.
Thus the fairly limited Danish gas reserves may not be sufllciently large to keep up with the
growing demand. Additional gas volumes may have to be supplied from elsewhere. The most

40 For an overview of published projections on gas consumption,-see Stem (1995), p. 83.
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4.3
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4.4
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Notes:
1) Figures are estimates deducted from IEA and BP reports

Figure 6.3 Aggregate Regional Gas Consumption in the Base Case.

likely alternative appears to be imports from Norway, which is also assumed in the analysis.

In Spain and Portugal the gas market development is currently stimulated by the newly
installed pipeline connection to Frame and by the ambitious Maghreb-Europe pipeline
projeet. The new pipeline developments fundamentally alter the supply situation in the Iberian
market, which until recently was based solely on LNG imports, primarily from Algeria.

In central parts of western Europe the highest growth rate in gas consumption is predicted for
Belgium and Luxembourg. This development relates to the likely reinforcement of the Belgian .
position as a node for landing and further transmission and distribution of gas to the rest of
North Western Europe. Deliveries are now gradually building up through the 12 BCM
Zeepipe connection from the Norwegian sector. Furthermore, according to schedule the 20
(10) BCM Interconnector from Bacton in UK shall be on-line in 1997 (likely delays). A
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logical consequence of the Belgian position is that gas flowing through the country may
always be delivered to Belgian customers at a lower cost than to more distant buyers.

Also for m France and Italy the model simulations indicate a fairly rapid growth in gas
consumption, particularly for the period till 2000. In UK the growth predictions relate to the
ongoing market liberalisation. The gradual development of a Ike domestic gas market has
hqre already entailed a sharp increase in the competition between gas sellers. A corresponding
decrease in spot market gas prices is now observed. According to the time schedule for
deregulation - starting with sales to large customers -we have assumed that the bulk of new
gas consumption in UK will appear in the electricity sector. In addition, there are indications
that the use of gas in power generation was formerly constrained by informal agreements
between British Gas and the coal industry. As BG is now rapidly losing its dominant position,
the effects of such agreements will disappear and the substitution of coal in the electricity
sector may thus be accelerated.

The intuition behind the projected development in French gas consumption is supported by
the large new supply contracts accorded with Norway under the Troll agreement. Capacity
limits in pipeline supply to the French market are already expanded by the Zeepipe connection
to Belgium. However, to handle all the contracted gas sales from Norway, an additional
pipeline will be needed from about the turn of the century. The scenario analysis assumes that
the Norwegian obligations will be covered by a new 12 BCM trunk line directly to the
Channel coast of France. We also believe that the new Polish gas channel together with
network developments in Germany, will significantly increase Russian export capacities.
Furthermore, published data on French LNG import terminals (BP, 1994) indicates a
substantial spare capacity at curnmt import levels. What may be questioned though, is the
timing of the gas expansion. Some of the consumption build up that we have indicat@ by
2000, may possibly be postponed to the period from 2000 to 2005.

For Italy it is assumed that gas consumption in electricity reduction will increase sharply.
Y

According to announcements from the ENI daughter, ENEL4, the company intends to convert
most of its base load electricity production to gas. Following a realisation of this policy, the
gas consumption in Italian power generation alone, will reach 17-20 BCM in 2000.

Estimated growth in gas consumption is fairly moderate for the remaining countries in north
west continental Europe (that is in Germany, Holland and Austria). It is indicated average
annual increases in the range from 0.8 to 1.8 percent for the first five years, and 1.8 to 2.1 per
cent from 2000 to 2005. For Germany the predicted growth in gas consumption is
considerably higher for the former DDR than for the rest of the country. In Holland the
maturity of the market together with the self imposed restrictions on domestic gas production
contributes to the moderate growth rate.

In East Europe, the highest growth rates are predcted for Poland and the Czech and Slovak
Republics. In the mixed Central South Region a likely combination of economic problems,
increasing energy efficiency and abandonment of inefficient industry, may entail a decline in
total energy consumption. As to gas, the simulations indicate a particularly slow growth rate
for the next few years. After 2000 it is assumed that some of the major problems related ~othe
economic transformations in Eastern Europe will have been overcome. Together with

41 Euroil, November 1993, with rqference to Cediguz
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Figure 6.4 Aggregate Gas Consumption in Principal Insrop Markets by sector.

substitution of coal in several applications, revitalised economies may thus contribute to
higher growth rates for gas consumption in the South as well as in Poland and the Cztxh and
Slovak Republics.

Figure 6.4 illustrates aggregate sector distribution of gas usage for Belgium, Luxembourg,
France and Germany. These are the countries believed to be the core area for possible ‘Insrop’
LNG exports to Europe. According to base case model projections for this are% the industrial
share in gas consumption will decline from 27.6 to 26.7 per cent from 2000 to 2005.
Furthermore, the share of gas delivered to electricity production will drop slightly, from 17.2
to 16.8 per cent during the period. On the other hand, residential as well as commercial gas
consumption will improve its relative position, from a combined share at 55.2 per cent in
2000 to 56.4 per cent in 2005.

Estimated sector shares for the selected area differ substantially from the corresponding
figures for Europe as a whole. The deviation is particularly large in electricity generation with
a share of gas used for this application about 10 per cent lower than in total Europe. This
difference is balanced by a correspondingly larger share of gas consumed by the residential
and commercial sector. The background for the deviation is found in the French market where
gas usage in power generation

6.2.2 Regional production.

Figure 6.5 depicts predicted
illustration the most radical

is virtually non-existent.

gas supply from the 5 major producers. According to the
relative expansion is expected for Norway, where the gas

production is predicted to increase from 25.8 to 63 BCM from 1994 to 2000 and further to 76”
BCM by 2005. UK production will expand from 68 BCM to 87 BCM in 2000 and then remain
fairly stable till 2005. Holland is expected to stabilise its production at about 85 BCM
annually, which is slightly below the 1994 level. For Algeria the simulations indicate an
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increase in supply from about 30 BCM today via 52 to 58 BCM in 2005. Russian gas supply is
predicted to grow from 98.7 BCM to 124 BCM in 2000 and 155 BCM in 2005.

For Norway and FSU the supply expansions are strongly related to ongoing and planned
capacity upgrades. In the case of Norway the expansions are a.ko largely affkmed by contracts
on long term gas deliveries to Continental Europe. For Holland and UK the indicated
production levels originates horn more contestable assumptions. In the case of Holland we
have chosen to believe that the political volume constraints on domestic production are
maintained. For UK the Wood Mackenzie (1995) report on the Interconnector, indicated that
UK gas reserves may have the potential to maintain a 10 years’ production level above 100
BCM, starting from 2000. However, the analysts call in question the commercial basis for a
realisation of this large production alternative. Thus, in the analysis the production is assumed
to stabilise at a significantly lower level.
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Figure 6S Gas Sales from the Major Producers in the Base Case.
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6.3 New LNG deliveries to North West Europe.

The analysis includes two different scenarios for introduction of Russian LNG into the Euro-
pean gas markets, SMALL and LARGE. Both assume an ‘Insrop’ delive~ capacity in 2000 at
10 BCM. The SMALL scenario maintains this capacity to 2005, while LARGE assumes a
further increase to 30 BCM at that time.

Simulations ignore all kinds of information about contracted gas sales and thus indirectly
assume all producers to compete on equal terms in each of the regional markets. What princi-
pally defines gas deliveries are demand relations on one hand and production and transport
capacities and costs together with the behaviour of producers, on the other. Basic assump-
tions regarding transport capacities in the major import channels are outlined in table 6.2.
Detailed cost assumptions for LNG are given in table 6.3.

6S.1 Pattern of Insrop supply.

figure 6.6 illustrates the modelled patternof LNG supplies from Insrop to the Europeanmar-
ket regions in 2000 and 2005. Not surprisinglyfour of the regions, which are closely related to
LNG landing terminals, represent a core area for Insrop gas sales. These are the two German
markets, France and Belgium & Luxembourg. With the small scenarios (SMALL20 and
SW25), this core area absorbs 90 and 99 per cent respectively of the totally 10 BCM gas
supplied from Insrop. Jn SMALL20 France is the major importer with 42 per cent of total
Insrop deliveries. Germany takes 31 per cent and Belgium 17. In SMAIL25 Germany takes
50.5 per cent of total supply, while French and Belgian shares are 26.7 and 21.8 percent. With
the large scenario (LARGE25) the dominance of the core area is reduced to 85 per cent. Here
Germany is still the major partner with 43.3 per cent, while France and Belgium take 29.1
and 13.1 per cent respectively. Total export with this scenario is 26.8 BCM.
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With the small scenarios, deliveries outside the core area are very limited, particularly in
2005, when the oniy <extemab delivery is a 0.1 BCM gas sale to Austria. In 2000, Holland is
the major importer outside the core area with 0.9 BCM, while Spain & Portugal takes 0.1
BCM. In IARGE25, deliveries are more dispersed and in this case Insrop also takes over
former Algerian deliveries of 1.5 BCM to UK Export to Holland is increased to 1.4 BCM,
while Austria and Spain & Portugal will take 0.5 BCM each.

Compared to the base scenario, the new I.nsropvolumes find their way to the markets partly as
increase to total supply and partly to the displacement of deliveries fkom other sources. Of the
10 BCM LNG supplied from Insrop in 2000 under the small scenario, 78 per cent is reflected
in increased totaI gas consumption. In 2005 the corresponding percentage is 72. The relative
balance between volume increase and displacement is about the same with the large scenario.
It should however be noted, that deliveries under this last scenario do not employ the full
transport capacity defined for Insrop for 2005. .

The major volume loser to Insrop is of course Algeria who will face the newcomer directly at
the capacity constrained LNG landing terminals. A 10 BCM Insrop solution will reduce
Algerian gas sales to Europe by 3.3 percent in 2000 and 3.5 percent in 2005, compared to the
base case. With the larger Insrop alternative, the reduction in Algerian exports comes close to
10 per cent. For the other suppliers the introduction of Insrop has only minor influence on
delivered volumes. Figure 6.7 depicts the results.

According to simulations, the small volume Insrop alternative is easily absorbed by the
markets both in 2000 and 2005. The 30 BCM capacity, on the other han~ appears to be more
arduous to fit in without altering our basic assumptions. In scenario LARGE25, total Insrop
sales are projected at 26.8 BCM. Aggregate capacity at available landing terminals is set at
33.5 BCM. The German terminal, which. is presumed captive to Insrop, covers 35.8 per cent
of this capacity. For access to the remaining 21.5 BCM landing capacity, located in UK (1.5),
France Loire (10) and Belgium (10), Ihsrop must compete with Algeria.
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Full employment of the large volume Insrop capacity may be attained in several ways by
modi~ing some of the basic assumptions. One alternative is to increase the capacity of the
German terminal. In this case Insrop deliveries expand straight to the capacity limit with the
delivery increase apportioned among Holland, Belgium, Austria and the two German market
regions, while deliveries to UK, France and Spain remain unchanged.

Another way to fill capacity is to assume price taking behaviour for the LNG suppliers in the
French market. When only Insrop acts as price taker, its deliveries to France increase by 92
per cent while deliveries to all other destinations decrease. If also Algeria is price taker, the
increase in Insrop supply to France is slightly below 80 percent compared to the base case.

To check stability of mults we have iwun simulations for the LARGE25 scenario with
altered values on several parameters. A 50% reduction in Insrop minimum marginal cost of
production, infers a 1.1 BCM increase in total Insrop gas deliveries, and is countered by a
similar reduction in Algerian exports. Not surprisingly the bulk of the market share transfer
takes place in France. Volumes of the other producers are not significantly affected.

A similar result with an opposite sign is observed when the tariff on Insrop shipments is
increased by 1 US cent per cubic meter gas. In this case total Insrop deliveries contract to 24.2
BCM, a decrease of close to 10 percent compared to LARGE25. On the continent the inverse
transfers of market shares between Insrop and Algeria are about the same absolute size as in
the former case. The only major difference is seen in UK. Here the whole volume of LNG
deliveries is shifted over from Insrop to Algeria.

The effect of a price increase on gas substitutes was also tested. The price per ton of light fuel
oil was raised from $85 to $100 and for heavy fuel oil from $65 to $85. The effect on total
Insrop deliveries was only marginal, though a modest internal transfer of sales volumes took
place. A minor increase in deliveries to Belgium was counterbalanced by reductions in sales to
Holland and East Germany. Algerian and piped Russian gas exports were more directly
affected. Here the fuel price increases induced a volume increase of 5.6 per cent (3 BCM) for
the former and 3.2 per cent (5 BCM) for the latter. Also UK production was up 0.7 per cent,
while Dutch and Norwegian production remained unchanged. Total European gas
consumption expanded 1.6 per cent compared to LARGE25. Consumption increased in all
countries except France and Italy. In those two countries the rise in gas usage in electricity
production was more than counterbalanced by reductions in other sectors.

6.3.2 Economic implications of Insrop LNG export to Europe.

A North Russian LNG development is unlikely to be realised unless some gas sales can be
contracted in advance. In this xespect, a possible go ahead for the project will not be an
exclusively Russian decision to take. On the other hand Russia holds a veto. If the
development is not considered to serve Russian interests it will never take place. Thus, the
economic contribution to total Russian gas sales will be a matter of particular interest. Figure
6.8 illustrates how the introduction of the two different Insrop volumes will influence
projected contribution from gas sales to the major producers in 2005.
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Figure 6.8 Altered Contributionfrom Gas Sales with Insrop.

The figure clearly indicates that the contributions from gas sales to all major producers, except
Holland42, are negatively influenced by the introduction of a new producer. This is a logical
consequence of increased supply in a commodity market where demand remains unaltered.
The price effects of this shift in the position of the “market cross” is illustrated in figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9 Average City Gate Gas Prices realised by the Major Producers.

42The case of Holland is difficult to explain and maybe due to erroneous model calculation of transport costs.
Figure 5.6 showed that Dutch gas production is not altered by new Insrop gas deliveries. It is thus logical that the
supp[y expansion should reduce Dutch incomes from gas srdes due to negative price effects. This effect is also
projected by the model and is reflected in figure 5.8. But in the calculationof contribution,the modelcounters
decreasingincomeswith equalreductionsin costsof transport.A result which is not easily accordedwith
intuition.
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According to Figure 6.8 above, the introduction of Insrop LNG supply will inflict a loss upon
the Russian gas sales business. Not only will the contribution from pipeline exports decrease
significantly, but also the combined contribution from Insrop LNG and Russian pipeline
exports ends below the base case level. The reason is that the sales volume expansion is not
strong enough to counterbalance the price reduction and higher average unit cost in Russian
gas deliveries. Compared to the base scenario (BASE25), a 10 BCM Insrop development in
2005 brings about a 6.2 per cent increase in aggregate Russian gas exports paired with a 1.7
per cent decrease in the economic contribution. A large Insrop solution (LARGE25) infers a.
17 per cent volume increase, but a 2.4 per cent reduced contribution. Also the strategies
considered above to raise Insrop supply to the 30 BCM capacity border (i.e. expanded Emden
capacity or price taking in France) entails a further economic deterioration.

According to this result it will not be in the interests of Russia to accept an Insrop LNG
development. Even with a marginally positive contribution from Insrop, the logical decision
from a simple economic point of view, should be no. This is because the model ignores some
relevant considerations. It neither includes the alternative fhture value of the extra gas
volumes sold, nor does it account for the possible negative effects on Russian gas prices due
to increased shares in aggregate European gas consumption. As long as the purchasing
countries focus on supply differentiation, their willingness to pay a premium for non-Russian
gas is likely to increase with higher Russian market shares.

The supply situation is a primary key to the results attained here. An independent LNG
development is not economically attractive if sufilcient Russian gas volumes can be supplied
through the pipeline systems at relatively moderate unit costs. This conclusion is not likely to
be modified unless an emerging supply constraint in the current system cannot be solved
without significantly increasing unit transportation cost. If that should happen, ~G may be
reconsidered as an alternative to high cost investments in new petroleum provinces ardor
long distance pipeline transport facilities (e.g. a Yamal development with pipeline exports).
Due to the nature of project specific costs, the LNG alternative will be most competitive in the
case of a fairly limited supply shortage or if gas demand estimates are regarded as highly
uncertain. In the case of a more fimdarnental supply shortage - a situation that could result
from a combined strong growth in Russian and European gas consumption - a full scale
Yamal development may have to be considered within the horizon of this study. Pipeline
transportation would thus most certainly be preferred, due to strong economies of scale.

In figure 6.9 average city gate gas prices for the 5 producer regions are calculated by dividing
total incomes into aggregate gas sales for each of them. Another and perhaps more relevant
price measure is shown in figure 6.10. Cif gas prices at four landing points are here given with
reference to the most adjacent related market region. To calculate prices, the costs of re-
gasification and downstream transportation are subtracted from estimated average city gate
gas prices.

Figure 6.10 indicates significant variations in calculated gas prices at the various landing
points. The highest prices are projected for deliveries to Belgium, while UK is at the bottom
of the list. In base case estimates, Belgian gas price at landing point exceeds the UK price with
about 30 per cent. For the LARGE25 scenario the price difference is around 23 per cent. The
corresponding price differences referred to city gates are 22.6% (BASE25) and 17.6%
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Figure 6.10 Net back Cif Prices at possible landingpoints for Insrop LNG.

(LARGE25) respectively. Net back calculations to well head43 indicate possible base case
prices at well head in the range from US$ 58 to US$ 98 per 1000 m3.

Compared to the base case, the introduction of 10 BCM extra LNG in 2005 induces a 1.9 per
cent reduction in average UK gas price at city gate. In Belgium and West Germany the
corresponding price falls am 3.8 and 3.5 per cent, while average French gas price at city gate
drops 2.5 per cent. At landing points the price decreases are estimated at 2.5 per cent in UK
and 4.8, 4.7 and 3.1 per cent respectively in Belgium, West Germany and France. With the
LARGE scenario (26.8 BCM gas) the corresponding city gate gas prices drop 3.8 per cent in
UK and 8 per cent in the West German market.

A natural conclusion at this point is that the profitability of gas sales to North and Central
Europe is vt.dnerable to new major supply expansions during the first decade of the next
century. This conclusion is of course strongly related to the underlying assumptions on the
development in European natural gas demand. Equally important are also the substantial
increases in pipeline supply capacities outlined, particularly for Russia and Norway. It is
highly probable that the pipeline projects assumed in this area will be realised. Construction
works are already started on the new Russian export charmel through Poland, and the
European Commission has granted economic support to the project. In Norway several new
pipelines are needed to fulfil already agreed gas sales contracts.

The profitability of future gas sales will also depend strongly on the development in other
energy markets. Frameworks for gas will thus be influenced by balances and prices in oil and
coal markets, as well as by political measures imposed by consumer countries. In this respect
increasing environmental concern is a topic of particular importance, that has only attained
fragmentary attention in this study. For instance, if governments decide to take effective
actions against the problems of greenhouse gases, this will likely improve the position of
natural gas, at least within the horizon of this study. The effects may work in much the same

43Cif landing point gas price estimates for BASE2S lie withh in the range from US$ 128 to US$ 166.
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way as an increase in prices of substitutes. To test for this, simulations were rerun with
increased prices of fuel oils.

When prices of light and heavy fuel oils are increased to US$ 100 and 85 respectively (from
US$ 85 and 65), the contribution from gas sales improves considerably. In 2005 the aggregate
improvements for all 5 producer regions are estimated to lie in the range from 15 to 16 per
cent. Relative improvements are approximately equal for the base case and the LARGE
scenario. The effect is significantly stronger for UK production than for other producers42.
With regard to Russi~ the general increase in gas sales revenue does not alter the conclusion
on Insrop LNG deliveries. Russian pipeline exports will still be more profitable on a stand.
alone basis than”a combined pipeline and LNG solution.

633 Some closing remarks.

The simulations carried out above have concentrated on possible Insrop gas deliveries to the
North and Western parts of Europe. These are the areas that shipments of North Russian LNG
may be reached at the lowest costs. It is here, if anywhere, that Russian LNG will be capable
of facing Algerian competition. Further south, Algerian cost advantages in transportation
become increasingly predominant.

A possible paradox in this respect is that the purchasers’ interest in supply differentiation is
best served if Insrop delivers to the south and western parts of Europe (i.e. Spain and
Portugal) while Algeria expands in the north. This is the solution that would contibute least
to increases in Russian market power in countries where Russia is already very dominant. In
West and East Germany for instance, the base case scenario ptilcts Russian market shares in
2005, at 47.2 and 49.6 per cent respectively. An additional 26.8 BCM Insrop supply to
Europe, would raise Russian market shares in the two German regions to 52.7 and 59.2 per-
cent of total gas consumption. Under the large Insrop scenario, Russian market share will
approach 50 per cent also in France. This may become a signifkant disadvantage for Russian
LNG deliveries to these areas, and thus the realism in the assumption of a captive Jnsrop
terminal in Germany may be strongly questioned. On the other hand, South European
countries, like Spain, Portugal and perhaps Italy, could be willing to pay Insrop gas a price
premium in order to reduce the current dependence on Algerian imports.

Two topics of particular importance for the simulations are the restrictions set for the devel-
opment in British and Dutch gas production. In Holland it is presumed that a prudent explo-
ration policy is maintained, leading to a stabilisation of annual production around 85 BCM.
This is far below potential production capacity. For UK the practical capacity limit for
production is assumed to lie somewhere between 85 and 90 BCM. This is at least 20 BCM
below the potential capacity for UK indicated in Wood MacKenzie (April 1995). Should one
or both of these assumptions turn out wrong, the market balance and gas prices in North and
Central Europe will be influenced.

To test for the effect, UK production capacity was raised within the fkamework of the
LARGE25 model scenario. UK was also allowed to act as price taker in Continental gas
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markets%. In this case UK annual gas production expanded to 106 BCM (compared to 88
KM). Domestic consumption took 43 per cent of the expansion and reaches a total of 116
BCM. The remaining 10 BCM of the production increase was floated out through the
Interconnector to Belgium. UK gas price at city gate dropped 7 per cenb to US $152 per 1000
cubic meters. Corresponding Belgian price level fell 12.5 per cen~ to US$ 166. Net back CIF
prices per 1000 cubic meters were thus brought down at US$ 112 in UK and US$ 126 in
Belgium at the respective LNG landing points.

The UK production increase induces a 13.5 percent reduction in the contribution to an Insrop
LNG project compared to the outcome of the original LARGE25 scenario. The effect on the
contribution to Russia from total gas sales is a 5.1 percent decrease as compared to a 4.7 per
cent decrease with no Insrop LNG included. These results support the logical conclusion that
Insrop LNG is substantially more vulnerable than other Russian gas production, to what
happens in UK and Holland.

Market structure and contract relations are put to the fore in the Wood Mackenzie (April
1995) study on the Interconnector. In our model simulations existing contracts and established
company relations are ignored. Instead, all the suppliers are assum&i to compete on equal
terms, except for possible variations in the market behaviour of the suppliers themselves.
Simulations will thus tend to underestimate the problems and costs of introducing a new
supplier into the system. Compared to possible gas exports from K an Insrop supplier
would certainly have fewer problems to reassure customers of the resource base for future
deliveries. On the other hand, also Insrop LNG will face established contracts and trade
relations. In this respect, not only other producers, but also companies engaged in downstream
transport and distribution may see their interests challenged by new entrants into the gas
business. These companies may thus use their influence, that is normally strong at the
domestic level, to delay the development towards a freer gas marke~ which still seems likely
to prevail in the long run. However, within the horizon of this study, the-current market
structure may still represent a significant obstacle to the development of an Insrop LNG
project.

a This last assumption is due to the likely problems of arranging long term sales agreements for British gas
exports.
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Marian Radetzki, SNS Energy, PO Box 5629, l14ti6 Stockholm, Sweden
Tel 46-84539950, Fax 46-8205041, Tel/fax home 46-86677810

27 Dec 1995

Elin Dragland
INSROP
PO BOX326
1324 Lysaker, Norway

Review of INSROP Discussion Paper “Eurouean Gas Markets and Siberian LNG

Dear Elin Dragland,

I experience difilculties in undertaking the review task. Firs4 1am unclear about the
readership of the paper. And second, I am unclear about the preeise purpose of the review.

In the following comments, I assign to myself the role of referee for a professional journal
like Energy Journu/ or Energy Policy, whose readership has a reasonable grasp of what goes
on in the European gas market, and of eeonomics.

These being my starting points, I recommend that substantial additional work is needed to
make the paper fit for publication.

The first part of the paper (chapters 2 and 3) provide a general background the the European
gas market into which the new LNG supplies might be inserted. In my view, this material is
superficial and tedious reading for anybody reasonably acquainted with the European gas
market.

Even if the readership consists of novices on the subjec~ I experience problems with the way
the material is structured. As an introduction to potential new developments in ten years’
time, the material should start out with a historical review, and not put it towards the end.
Repeated references to the state of the market in 1994 are not very relevan~ when the vista is
stretched over several decades. After reading the tew I f=l unclear about the direetion the
author believes the gas market is heading, and the ensuing implications. It is indeed relevant
and important to regard the European market in fhe context of the North Arneriean and
Pacific markets, but in my view, the author fails to explain the causes to the differences and
their consequences for how the respective markets fimction.

The seeond part of the paper (chapters 4 and 5) introduces the eeonomics of LNG and
presents results of model simulations in which LNG from Siberia is introduced into Europe.

My main problem here is that I don’t understand what goes on in terms of eeonomics in the
model simulations. To understand what will happen to future supply in a general equilibrium
(least cost?) solutio% I would need to know something about the levels and shapes of the eat
curves of alternative suppliers to Europe. The only cost&@ provided on p 55, suggest that
Siberian LNG is more expensive than Algerian, and both appear to be substantially above the
costs and prices of current piped supply. How, then, can the model chum oh substantial
supply of LNG from Siberia to Europe?
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There are other implicit but important issues in the model which should be made explicit, to
make the exercise understandable to the reader. For instance, what are the precise
assumptions about market power and behavior of producers? Or, how does the model treat the
different security of supply characteristics of LNG?

Furthermore:

The paper needs language editing.

Statement on p 1 about Russian LNG supply starting already by the turn of century is
surprising.

I was greatly irritated by the author’s use of three alternative ways for expressing costs and
prices, without any attempt to provide conversion rates.

What is “OECDM3A, Quarterly Journal of Energy” (p 5 1)?

Important references are missing. A particularly relevant opus is Dahl-Gjelsvi~ Resources
~olicy Vol 19 No 3, Sept 1993.

A full list of references at the end of paper is essential.

Thank you for inviting me to review the paper. It has taken a good bit of time. Please be
prepared to provide payment, if you plan to ask me again.

Sincerely,

Marian Radetzki

Please note that due to large changes to the original report the page references as found

in this review no longer apply.
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9. AUTHOR’S COMMENTS TO THE REVIEW.

I deeply regret the obvious confusion encountered regarding the purpose of the report and the
compensation to the reviewer. Hence, I wish to inform that all issues in relation to the
reviewing process have been handled by the INSROP Secretariat at the Fridtjof Nansen
Institute. There has been no contact between the reviewer and the author of this report.

Readership.
The report is not intended for publication in a specialised, professional journal like Energy

Journal or Energy Policy. B addresses a wider and less well-defined circle of readers and
therefore it cannot be assumed that all readers are acquainted with the state of the European
gas market. The general background information is thus intended both as a general service to
the reader and more specifically as an outline for the assumptions used in the model
simulations.

Organisation and content of background information.
The reviewer suggests that the historic review is moved to the front of the report. This is
obviously a good idea and the material has been restructured to comply with this proposal.
I find it more difficult to agree with the criticism ~garding the references to the state of the
market in 1994. Being the year that offers the most recent available da~ it represents our
point of departure for the journey into the future and thus is a year of spedlc interest.

The reviewer disagrees with the presentation of the links to non-European markets.
Unfortunately his level of precision at this point is not such that the criticism maybe of much
help.

Model simulations.
In order to facilitate the understanding of the model exonomics, the presentation of the model
and the specification of the scenario assumptions is improved. This includes a better
description of the cost functions used in simulations. The extension also helps to answer the
reviewer’s question regarding the modelled diversification of supply: As producers are
assumed to execute Nash-Coumot market power in most market regions, the general
equilibrium solution may deviate substantially from a least cost solution (i.e. free
competition).

The model treats LNG and piped gas in the same manner and makes no distinctions according
to possible variations in the security of supply characteristics. In my view this approach is
acceptable because the principal difference between the two means of transportation in this
respect relates to the investment decision. That is a decision which is exogenous to the model.

Other issues.
It is certainly not the intention with this report to ~ that Russia will start to supply LNG by
the turn of the century. The approach is clearly hypothetical, and the study only investigates
the possible consequences ~ Russia should start such deliveries. The horizon for the scenarios
was set in accordance with wishes presented by the project employer.

To avoid confusion about selected conversion factors, all cost estimates referred to other
sources are expressed in the notation they appeared. Most figures are in addition supplied with
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converted values, either in the text or in footnotes. Hence, I am surprised of the reviewer’s
strong criticism at this point, which in my view is fairly unjust. Even though the conversion
factors are not explicitly stated in the text, they can easily be deducted from the figures
presented.

I gratefully acknowledge the information about the Dahl-Gjelsvik reference, which is now
included in the text. Furthermore, I have also complied with the reviewer’s proposal to move
the references from footnotes to an appendix.


